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On July I, 2007 the campus and community welcomed Dr. William Perry as the I Oth President of Eastern 
Ulinois University. Soon after his arrival Dr. Perry began a process to become better acquainted with various 
constituencies on and off campus. In Januaty 2008, following over 40 meetings with almost 1 ,000 people, he 
outlined his vision and initiatives for EfU (w,.vw.eiu.cdu/-presiden/). He readily perceived the strong values 
of Eastern as excellence, personal relationships, accessibility to an EfU education, and setvice. Based on these 
values and his sense of the potential for the University, he articulated on overall goal for EIU to become the 
best in the nation in the integrated academic and personal development of students. In support of that goal, he 
further established five University-wide priorities: to enhance excellence in faculty scholarship and teaching, to 
enhance service and leadership opportunities for students, to enhance fine arts programming and outreach, to 
enhance study abroad opportunities and to enhance honors programs. 
What does that mean fo r the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences as a professional college? The 
answers both affirm our past and offer exciting opportunities for the future. 
As the Dean of a professional college, I often tell audiences that I am very proud of the fact that our College 
prepares students to enter their chosen professions. We learn to create things, to fix things and to do things for 
others. In many respects that conveys the essence of our teaching-learning, research-discovery, and service-
engagement activities. T~ report provides many examples of tl1e ways in which our faculty, staff, and studems 
have worked together in the past year to maximize tl1e experiential learning of undergraduate and graduate 
studems in preparation for or advancement in professional careers. The focus of the College on relationship-
centered learning and theory-to-practice experiences has provided a strong foundation on which to build 
mward President Perry's goal. 
As you read the highlights of each of the units, note the attention given to program quality through such 
activities as curriculum review and revision, successful accreditation outcomes, and recognitions for program 
assessment. Our student organizations continued to be recognized for excellence at state and national levels, 
offering valuable leadership experiences for members. Study abroad programs in Italy and The Netherlands were 
continued, and additional programs and enhancements are anticipated in the coming year. An interdisciplinary 
committee of honors faculty in the College proposed an Honors Research course for Departmental Honors 
students which should receive final University approval and be offered in the corning academic year. These are 
but a few examples of ways in which the President's pt~iorities have been supported. 
The accomplishments of this past yeat~ indeed for any yea1~ have been supported with gifts of time, expertise, 
and dollars from many alumni and friends of the College. These investments are invaluable and will bring 
returns far into the future for students from the experiences which they have made possible. 
In her Spring commencement remarks, retiring Ac;sociate Dean Martha Brown noted that "pro," the first part 
of the word "professional," comes from a Greek word meaning "at the front." There is also a connotation 
of movement or action associated with that Greek word, a "stepping forth" if you will to take the lead. As a 
professional college, we have a focus on being action oriented, and being "at the front" is a position to which 
we always aspire. 
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The Dis tinguish ed Alumnus Award , first presented in 1973, is the most prestigious award bestowed 
by the EIU Alumni Association. It is presented to individuals who have distinguished themselves in either 
academic or literary fields, business, public service and/or service to the university, and who, through their 
accomplishments and service, have brought prestige to their alma mater. The 2007 Distinguished Alumnus 
Award recipients included three graduates of the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences, all 
from the School of Business. 
Don Gher , a markeling alumnus from the Class of 1973, retired as managing diJ·ector and chief investment 
officer of Coldstrean1 Capital Management, a $ 1.2 billion wealth management firm which Mr. Gher founded 
in Bellevue, Wash., in 1996. P•·ior to that, he held positions with Marine Bank of Springfield and Schroder 
Wertheim & Co., and has often been interviewed and quoted in The Wall Streetjournal, Barron's and other 
print and visual media. Mr. Gher is a past member of the School of Business Advisory Board and the EIU 
Alumni Association Board of Directors, and currently serves as a member of the EIU Foundation Board of 
DiJ·ectors, chairing tl1e Investment Committee. 
Jim Schnorf, a 1976 graduate in accounting, is founder and president of Wall Street Management & Capital 
Inc., a SU'ategic financial advisory firm. Mr. Schnorf's prior experiences have included Caterpillar Inc., Sequa 
Corporation and Stevens Industries Inc. He previously served on the School of Business Advisory Boru·d and 
the EIU Alumni Association Boru·d of Directors, and currently is a member of the EIU Foundation Board 
of Directors. 
Kevin Savoree, a Class of 1981 accounting major, is president of Andretti Green Racing, which he co-owns 
with Michael Andretti and Kim Green. He is also managing director of AndJ·etti Green Promotions, which 
owns and operates the Honda Grand Prix of St. Petersburg, one of the premier events on the IndyCar Series 
schedule. Mr. Savoree was previously a partner in a Paris, Ill., accounting finn; has served as a member of 
the School of Business Accountancy Advisory Board; and volunteered as an executive-in-residence for ilie 
School of Business. 
At the annual meeting of the Eastern Illinois University Fow1dation, 2007 Burnham and Nancy Neal 
Philanthropy Awards were presented to special fi·iends and two organizations of the college. The 
Outstanding Philantl1ropist Award recipients were Ronald D. and Myra Jeffris. Mr. Jefftis is a 1959 
business graduate and 2002 School of Business Distinguished Alumnus; Mrs. Jeffris' father was an EIU 
groundskeeper. They previously funded tl1e Ron and Myra Jelf•is Scholarship for business majors, and a 
planned gift from ilieir estate will create the Ronald and Myra Jeffris Distinguished Scholars Program to 
support pre-business and M.B.A. students. 
The Outstanding Foundation Award was presented to the Levi, Ray & Shoup Inc. Foundation. Richard 
Levi, a business alumnus of the Class of '69, is president and clllcf executive officer of Levi, Ray & Shoup 
Inc., a consulting company and global provider of information technology solutions. A generous and long-
time supporter of EIU, Mr. Levi received an Honorary Doctor of Public Service degree from EIU in 2005, and 
the Richard H. Levi Student Opportunity Fund supports student organization activities in the information 
technology program. 
The State Fann Corporation Foundation received the Outstanding Corporation Award. E£U alumni 
records document more than 500 Eastern graduates currently employed with State Farm, in addition to 24 alumni 
retired from the company. Both alumni and non-alumni employees have volunteered service on campus advisory 
boards, as guest lecturers and as participants in the School of Business' Executive-in-Residence program. State 
Farm has generously matched employee gifts to El U, and made a $45,000 gift to the Management Information 
Systems progt·am. 
Laura Lienhop, a family and consumer sciences {dietetics) major, entered the EIU history books in FaiJ 2007 as 
tl1e ftrst Presidential Scholar to receive a bachelor's degree. She entered EIU in FaJI 2004 ru; one of 19 freshmen 
accepted into the EIU Honors College's prestigious new Presidential Scholars Prog1-am. The program provides 
four-year scholarships in support of studems demonstrating academic excellence and potential for success in this 
speciaJ program. l\ls. Licnhop's exmtcurricular activities included researching a fat substitute as part of a gram-
funded project. a Study Abroad experience in Italy, and a dietary technician internship, in addition to holding 
leadership positions in several campus organizations. She plans to return to EIU for a master's degree toward 
becoming a registered dietitian. 
The Peace Meal Senior Nutrition Program, admirtistercd by the School of Family and Consumer Sciences, 
was recognized natjonally as a recipient of the 2007 Aging and Innovation Achievement Award, presented 
by ilie ationaJ Association of Area Agencies on Aging. Peace MeaJ promotes and enhances the heaJth, 
independence and qualit} of life for older adults through meals, fellowship and nutrition services. The program 
staff implemented innovative service delivery. including a rcstaw<Ult program and breakfast prepared on site, to 
conu·ol costs while increasing participation at several rural sites. 
for the eighth consecUiivc year, Eastern illinois University was named one of the top Midwestern public 
universities in its class by U.S.News & World Report. The ranking appeared in the magazine's 2008 edition of 
''America's Best Colleges," and placed EIU 14th among all Midwestern public universities olfering a full range 
of undergraduate degrees and some master's degree programs. Despite record enrollment, EIU has retained its 
focus on personal attention with a studem-faculty ratio remaining at 16: I and only 5 percent of classes with 50 
or more students. Eastern has the highest freshman retention rate and the highest graduation rate of all Illinois 
public universities in its class. EIU President Bill Perry noted, "The dedication of the faculty and staff makes 
students' e~:perience here an oven,helmingly positive one, and I'm confident we're all going to work tOgether to 
make this aJready great institution even better in the coming years." Eastern has also been recognized one of The 
Princeton Review's Best Midwestern Colleges. 
OnJuJy I, 2007, Dr. William L. Perry began his appointment as the lOth president 
of Eastern Tllinois University, following 36 years of service to higher education in Texas. 
A Missouri native, Dr. Perry received a B.A in history and mathematics from Park 
College {Parkville, Mo.), which recognized him as a Distinguished Alunmus in 1999. He 
also received M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in mathematics from the Universit}· of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign. In his subsequent career at Texas A&.l\1 Universit}; he proceeded 
through the tenured facult)' ranks in mathematics, then sen'cd in increasingly responsible 
administrative roles, culminating in his appointment as vice provost, and was recognized 
for distinguished achievement in teaching and in administration. He also holds the 
position of professor of mathematics at Eastern, and is a member of the boards of 
directors of Coles Together and the Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce. Wtllinm L. Perry 
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The Lumpkin CoUcge of Business and Applied Sciences continues to establish and maintain strong links with a 
variety of off-campus constituencies in support of its academic, research and service mission. These networks of 
relationships strengthen the teaching-learning experiences for our faculty and students, as well as benefit illinois 
citizens in our surrounding area. Moreover, these out-of-classroom experiences help insure that President Bill 
Perry's goal of EIU being the best in the nation in the integrated academic personal development of students is 
met, and support his priority of enhancing service and leadership opportunities fo r students. 
The College's Bus iness and Technology Institute (BTl) continues to achieve its goal of helping businesses 
succeed by providing quality training, consulting and research. This past year, the elforts of the institute were 
focused on two major initiatives - a year-long labor study and the creation of a Business Solutions Center 
that will provide business counseling and entrepreneurial education to the region. Jeanne Dau completed her 
fourth year as the BTl director, and two M.B.A. graduate assistants Caleb Freeman and jessica Surma - and 
an undergraduate marketing major - Brian Freeman - were employed to assist with the grants and new projects 
for the center. 
The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity awarded the BTl a 5150,000 grant to 
identify shortages of critical labor skills in the 13-county Southeastern Illinois Economic Development Region, 
and to examine the root cause and solutions to these shortages. The study resulted in an action plan for the state 
to fund future workforce development initiatives. EIU partnered with the Crossroads Workforce Investment 
Board to survey more than I ,500 businesses in the manufacturing, health care and transportation/logistics field. 
The results of the study can be found at http:/ / .. vv.rw.eiu.edu/-cei. 
T he BTJ continued its support of area businesses by providing 36 trainings to 727 employees from 28 companies. 
O lferings included Web site creation for non-profit agencies, "You're Hired" for EIU students, the Certified 
Financial Planner (CFP) exam review, internal auditor training, computer training, time management and 
str·ategic planning sessions. D r. Tom Boldrey, professor emeritus, continued to instruct Leadership Coles, a 
county-wide leadership course co-sponsored by the BTl , Coles Connected and the Charleston and Marmon 
Chambers of Commerce. The llth and 12th sessions of the Sarah Bush Lincoln Leadership Academy were 
also instructed by Dr. Tom Boldrey and Cathy Kirby. T his customi7.ed five-day training program for the 
employees of the Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Care System has graduated approximately 250 people. Other 
EIU faculty members that assisted the BTl this past year included Dave Arseneau, \ Valdo Born, Paul Brown, 
Dave McGrady, Kathy Olsen, Darlene Riedemann, Antoine Thomas and Deborah Woodley. 
The Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation (CEI) and Crossroads Workforce Investment Board 
(CWIB) spearheaded a regional initiative to provide early entrepreneurship education and business support 
services for emrepreneurs and existing businesses to spur economic growth. With the help of foundations, 
financial institutions, corporations and individuals, sufficient funding was secured to hire a Business Solutions 
Center counselor who will provide free, confidential, just-in-time counseling and training for the business 
community. T his counselor wiU add capacity to the business mentoring services provided by the Southeastern 
branch chapter of SCORE, housed in Lumpkin Hall. SCORE celebrated counseling its 200th client this year, 
and continued to provide training through classes and a regional one-day business conference, "BizSCO RE." 
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Additional CEI activities for the year included sponsorship of a "Getting Down to Business with the Government 
Procurement Conference" to teach businesses about local, state and federal government bidding process. The 
CEI also coordinated the first-ever Coles County Economic Forecasting Breakfast for Coles Connected. 
Finally, several events this past year focused on developing the entrepreneurial spirit in the youth of the region. 
Camp E3 - Energizing Emerging Entrepreneurs - was a two-and-one-half-day summer camp held at 
Lake Sara and the Effingham Country Club. With the help of Eastern's M.B.A. and business students, teens 
created and presented proposals to local entreprenew·s in competition for a $400 cash prize. The CEI worked 
with the Effingham County Entrepreneur Advisory Board to develop a county-wide entrepreneurial course for 
Effingham County high schools to be offered in Fall 2008. In addition, a six-weekjunior Achievement course 
will be taught to all eighth graders in Charleston Middle School to introduce economic concepts and workplace 
skills. Volunteers from the business community will be partnered with EIU students to teach the course. 
The two major grant programs administered by the School of Family and Consumer Sciences {SFCS) continued 
to link the college with individuals and communities in the suJTounding area, and to provide experiential 
learning opportunities for students. The Child Care Resource and Referral (CCR&R) agency employed 
10 full-time staff, four graduate assistants and undergraduate student workers in FY08. Jill Bowers, a SFCS 
alumna and faculty member, was appointed CCR&R director following the retirement of Jayne Ozier. Within 
the six counties served by the agency, staff provided approximately 500 referrals to families and delivered nearly 
90 training and educational opportunities to child care providers this year. They have maintained 250 providers 
in the agency database, and funding from the Illinois Department of Human Services {IDHS) has totaled more 
than $600,000. The IDHS also supports the CCR&R Child Care Assistance Program (CCAP), which helps 
families with financial assistance for child care while they are going to school and/or working. 
The Peace Meal Senior Nutrition Program continued to provide quality meals to senior Illinois citizens 
for healthier lives. Funding in excess of $2.8 million was raised from various grants and donations to provide 
1,600 meals daily to more than 70 sites in 14 counties. Services include home-delivered meals, congregate meals, 
nutrition education, needs assessment and outreach. Peace Meal utilizes more than 1,200 volunteers each year 
for the provision of meals and services. 
Another priority which President Perry established this year was to enhance study abroad opportunities. Study 
Abroad programs continued to be a part of academic programs in the college this year, and are detailed in 
other sections of this annual report. A special occasion for the campus this year was the fu·st-time recognition 
of international alumni as EIU Global Ambassadors. Of the 11 recognized, six are alumni of the Lumpkin 
College of Business and Applied Sciences: Tope Adeyemi-Bello (B.S. in business, '83; M.B.A., '84), Kailas 
Chinta {B.S. in home economics, '75), Ejike Charles Igboegwu {B.S. in industrial technology, '75; B.S. in 
technology education, '75; M.S. in technology, '76), Sundeep Oberoi (M.B.A., '90), Alaba Obiri {B.S. in 
industrial technology, '79; M.B.A., '80), and Sesan Kim Sokoya (B.S. in business, '79; M.B.A., '82). These 
individuals were pioneers for the establishment of programs and structures to facilitate international academic 
exchanges. 
Finally, the president's priority ro enhance suppon for academic excellence is supported by the network of 
college alumni and friends who donate time, expertise and dollars to our faculty, students and programs. Five 
new endowments were created during FY08: 
The Tom and Lou Ann Waskom Scholarship, established by Professor Emeritus Tom 
Waskom and his late wife, Lou Ann, will benefit students in the Industrial Technology and 
Career and Technical Education/Technical Education Option programs. 
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The Li Zhang Memorial Scholarship, established by Professor Emeritus Foster 
Rinefort and his wife, Jean, and in memory of a former student, will benefit graduate 
business slUdents. 
T he Securities Analysis Center Fund, established with gifts from alumni and friends, 
will support programming for the center. 
T he Business Opportunity Funds, established as a priority of the Business Advisory 
Board. support programs and student organizations in finance, management, marketing, 
management information systems and the M.B.A. program. 
The John "Smoke" and Mary Frances Pauley Scholarship in Industrial Technology, 
established lhrough an estate gift by the Paulcys, will provide support for a sophomore 
industrial technology major. 
These types of endowments represent the support of alumni and friends, and the work of indi,iduals, 
families, ad,isory boards, foundations and others who inYest in this college and its faculty and students. 
;Donations, endowments and deferred gifts are just some of the ways to invest in the presem and the future 
!of our work. With President Perry's established goals and priorities for EIU, a major capital campaign (that 
'\vill include this college) is anticipated to be forthcoming in FY09. 
Ms. Jackie Joines, CFR E and direcror of philanthropy, is available at any time to provide information 
and assistance in making a gift to the college now or in the form of a deferred gift. Your gifts make a 
difference, and are greatly appreciated. 
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Chuck Ch.1yadl 
C11rl;~ Honsehnan 
Pan of the dynamic narurc of an institution is rcpr<'scnted by the changes in personnel 
that occur each year. \Ve greet new faculty and staff to the college, and extend best wishes 
to those leaving for retirement or other positions. j oining the college as new tenure-u-ack 
faculty for the 2007-2008 academic year WC I'(' Chuck Chayadi, Richard Flight and 
Marko Griinhagen, School of Business; Carla Hanselman and Betsy Pudliner, 
School of Family and Consumer Sciences; and Jerry Cloward, Luke Steinke and 
Diana Wyatt, School of Technolog)~ Marek Marciniak was hired as an annually 
contracted faculty member in the hool of Business, and Bruce Barnard in the School 
of Technology. New support staff members joining the college were Felicia Magee, 
School of Family and Consumer Sciences; Abigaillngram and Jerri Hinton, School 
of Business; and Darla Combs, Dean's Office. 
Facull) retiring from the college during the 2007-2008 academic 
year included Nancy Marlow and Scott Preston, hoot 
of Business, and Louis Buder, School of TechnoiOg). Bret 
Rogowitz, Department of ~Iilitar) Science, retired from the 
U. . Arm)~ and Martha Brown retired as ru..'iOCiatc dean of the 
college.JaneJohnson, suppon staff with the Peace ~ leal Senior 
Nutrition Program, School of Family and Consumer ciences, 
also retired. Other departing faculty included William Joyce, 
School of Business, and Robert Curia, rhool of Technology. 
Teresa Drake and Jill Bowers, annually contracted faculty 
in lhc School of Family and Consumer Sciences, tell ElU to 
pursue doctoral degrees. Military cadre/staff who Jell EIU for 
other assignments/promotions were Chris Burkhart, Missy 
Carey, Chris Kelsey and Shannon Nemechek. uppon 
staff who resigned or transferred from continuing positions 
in the college during the year were Abigail Ingram, hoot 
of Business, and Laura Sutton. Bu in~ and TechnolOg) 
Institute. 
Roch"'d Fhght 
The College mourned the loss of Dr. Waldo Born, facult) emeritus, hool of 
Businc'\ who had remained active following his 2004 retirement in volunteer support activities of the Business 
and TechnolOg) institute. 
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Three n<!'~ faculty members joined the School of Business 
during 2007-2008. Dr. Marko Griinhagen, a 1995 
graduate of EfU's :M.B.A. program and a 1999 graduate 
of Nebrask.'l's Ph.D. program, joined the Department of 
~[arketing. Dr. Gninhagen's interest is in franchising, and he 
teaches courses in marketing and imemational marketing: 
His works have appeared in a number of journals, and 
he has bet>n quoted in varied outlets, including The \\'all 
treet j ournal and National Public Radio. Dr. Richard 
Flight joined the school from the University of AJabama 
\~ith a Ph.D. in marketing. Bt'forc beginning his academic 
career, Or. Flight was the director of public relations for the 
Birmingham Barrons, the Chicago White Sox' AAA affiliate, 
and director or promotions for the Memphis Redbirds, the 
t. Louis Cardinals' AAA alftliate; thus, he brings real-world 
ex-periences into the classroom. Dr. Chuck Chahyadi, 
finance, joined the chool of Business from his doctoral 
studies at the Univer..ir, of Oklahoma. 
Dr. Crystal Lin, a current finance faculr,• member, recent!) passed the examination for the Certified Fmancial 
Planner designation. Dr. Lin already holds the Chartered financial Anai)'Sl designation. 
Undergraduate Program Highlights 
Take a look! The School of Bu ines. Web site w'""':eiu.edu/-busine:.s) has been updated. The home page now 
includes testimonials of tudents and faculty sharing their positive e.xpcriences at Eastern. The right side of the 
page includes items of intere~t, announcements about upcoming even~ and highlights of our faculty and students. 
F'or each of the disciplines, information is now presented in a standardized format, which is more user-friendly and 
accessible. Remember to let us know about your accomplishments and updated contact information using a form 
available on the new Web site. 
" You're Hired! From Book Smarts to Street Smarts," the chool of Business program established to 
as~ist students in professional development, was recognized by the AAC B-1 Business School Accrediting Agency 
~lid-Continent Deans for innovation in education. The program ~a si.x-week-long workshop deigned to help 
tudcnts do well in the first year of a job, and is generously funded b} a gift from a recent cxecutivt'-in-residence 
and distinguished alumnus Stan Hollen . chief executive officer of CO-OP Fmancial Scr.ices. 
One of the initiatives of the hool of Business o..-er the past fe" years has been the Securities Analysis Center. 
AJumnus Don Gehr (Class of '73) helped us toward our goal of making the center self-sustaining by providing a 
generous gift for that purpose. A generous gift from State Farm Insurance last year made possible this year the 
instaJiation and use of a ~r.'Cr farm for classes in the ~n major. 
The Study Abroad program enrolled 12 students for study '"ith EfU faculty in Maastricht, the 1etherlands, 
during May and june 2008. Centered around individual and team research, the class also featured guest speakers 
from around Europe, and the opportunir,• for individual travel on weeken~. tuden~ visited several local companies 
in the ~laastricht area, and the Caterpillar facility in Gosselies, Belgium. 
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Accounting Programs Highlights 
The third annual EIU Accounting Challenge was held in April 2008. More than 240 students and instructors from 
19 high schools in the region congregated on Eastern's campus to participate in the event. The challenge is an 
event featuring both individual and team academic competition in the study of accounting. When not competing, 
students tour the EIU campus and hear presentations from EIU accow1ting students, accounting professionals 
from the region, and illinois CPA Society members. The event was again successful and enjoyed by all those who 
attended. 
The Accounting Progran1 completed its strategic planning process. For the past 1 8 months, the faculty, students 
and advisory board have worked to develop a plan that will guide the progran1 forward as the field of accounting 
changes and as faculty retire. The new mission statement reads as follows: 
"The primary mission if the EI U Accqunlang Program is to build a belter .foture for our studenJs, transforming 
/Jzeir lives through excellence in relationship-driven instruction if the accounting principles and practices needed 
for entry i1zto and success in the accounting profession. " 
Our secondary purposes are to advance accounting knowledge through academic inquity and research, and to 
perform service activities to benefit the School of Business, the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences, 
the university, the accounting profession, and the community. 
The new statement of Core Values is: 
Academic excellence - We are committed to free and open academic inquiry and discourse that 
advances knowledge within the accounting profession. 
Continuous improvement - We are lifelong learners who continuously strive to maintain our 
curiosity and the value of our intellectual assets. 
Integrity and ethics - We expect adherence to highest standards of moral, ethical and professional 
conduct. 
Eastern was one of si-x schools to be chosen for an illinois CPA Society Student Ambassador Scholarship. The 
scholarship was awarded to Heather Koertge. 
MBA Program Highlights 
The Graduate Committee was busy this year revising the M.B.A. curriculun1. As a result, the M.B.A. progran1 will 
have new options, beginning in the Fall 2008 semester. In response to the academic environment and our students' 
needs, students will now choose either the Research Option or the Applied Management Option. 
The focus of the Research Option is to prepare students for Ph.D. programs in business. As is widely known among 
business schools, the production of new doctorates in business has declined significandy in recent years. This new 
option may assist in meeting the market demand for terminal degrees in business and fill a unique academic niche. 
Including a research option in the M.B.A. program is a natural extension of what students have been already 
doing. For several years, the M.B.A. progt·an1 at Eastern has averaged two to three gt·aduates each year who go on 
to complete a Ph.D. in business. Also, students have been completing independent research projects in increasing 
numbers for several years. The Research Option includes three additional courses with a research focus - Business 
Research Methods, Business Research Proposal and Business Research Project. A faculty mentor will provide each 
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student with information about Ph.D. programs and assist in completing the application process. 
The Applied Management Option is similar to the current general management curriculum as it prepru·es students 
to be leaders in a global business environment. As part of the program changes, a strategic management course 
was added to the core, and the administrative policy course was completely revamped. The strategic management 
couJse is designed for students to take as one of the first courses in the program, which covers ethical and social 
responsibility in strategic decision making (inducting value chain analysis, and internal, external and global 
considerations). A management simulation course emphasizes integrative decision making and utilizes a nationally 
recognized online simulation where students work in teams to successfully manage a business and compete against 
other schools. 
Special Recognitions 
The School of Business 2007 Distinguished Alumnus was Mich ael E. Morrisey, vice president and controller 
of Andretti Green Companies. Andretti Green Racing Inc. enters four cars in the Indy 
Racing League and one car each in the American LeMans Series and the Indy Pro Series. 
Andrelti Green Promotions, LLC promotes the Honda Grand Prix of St. Petersburg. 
Mr. Morrisey joined Team Green Inc. in 1996 as an accountant. Team Green was 
acquired by Andretti Green Racing in December 2002, and Mr. Morrisey was promoted 
tO controller and director of finance before assuming his current duties. Mr. Morrisey 
also has served as a spotter for Michael Andretti, Dan V\'heldon and Marco Andretti. 
H e serves as treasurer of the Michael Andretti Foundation, a charitable organization 
that supports needy children and promotes alcohol awareness. Mr. Morrisey passed the 
Certified Public Accountant exam in 2001. M1chael E. Mornsey 
One of the featured programs in the School of Business is the Executive-in-Residence Program (EIR}, 
Ann Deters 
which brings executives and entrepreneurs together with students. Ann Deters, CEO of 
Vantage Technology and 7D, and an entreprenew· from Effingham, lli., served as an EIR 
this year. Ms. Deters co-founded Vantage Technology with one technician, an ophthalmic 
laser and a van. Today, Vantage's novel cataract business serves 16 states in the Midwest, 
South and Southeast, providing clients with state-of-the-art ophthalmic equipment, 
trained ophthalmic technicians and medical supplies used for catai·act surgery. Ms. Deters 
built a multi-specially surgery center in Missouri with five surgeons in 2003. As a result 
of this business, she founded 7D, a consulting and management services company for 
ambulatory surgery centers. In 2005, Ms. Deters and her management team developed 
and built Facets Medical Day Spa in Indianapolis, a high end spa staffed by physicians 
and aestheticians proving medial treatments to the baby boomer generation. She was 
presented with the prestigious entrepreneur award in 1997 for the "Fastest Growing Small Business of the Year" by 
INC Magazine, and was featw-ed in the October 2002 INC Magazine article, "The Fully Managed Family." Ms. 
Deters spent her day at Eastern in management, marketing and entrepreneurship classes, 
talking with students about cru·eers in business and sharing her advice for success. 
Consolidated Communications Inc., in Mattoon, Ill. , served as a "corporate" 
executive-in-residence for the spring semester. Executives from different departments 
spent two days in dasses, interacting with students in respective disciplines, and showing 
how the variety of majors fit within an organization. This unique approach allowed 
students to assess their own choices and to see how all of the disciplines interact to allow 
a company to succeed. The keynote address, "Consolidated Communications: From 
Gotilla to Guerilla," was given by Bob Currey, president and CEO of Consolidated. 
Bob Currey 
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Several School of Business alumni were recognized by the EIU Alumni Association and the EIU Foundation for 
their accomplishments and support of Eastern. Alumni Don Gebr, Kevin Savoree and Jim Schnorf were 
honored as Distinguished Alumni as part of year's Homecoming festivities. The Levi, Ray and Schoup 
Foundation was recognized as the Outstanding Foundation, while Ronald and Myra J effries were 
recognized as Outstanding Philanthropists by the EIU Foundation. The School of Business is, indeed, 
fortunate to have such alumni. 
Faculty Recognitions 
Faculty Research Grants are provided to full-time renured/tenure-o·ack faculty in their first or second contract 
year at Eastern illinois University, and to faculty who have published a peer-reviewed journal a1·ticle dUiing the last 





Costello, Tom Costello, Hank Davis, Dean Elmuti, Richard Flight, Marko 
Griinhagen, Abdou lllia, Yunus Kathawala, Crystal Lin, Rick Palmer, Denise 
Smith, Richard Whitaker, Melody Wollan and Bill Wootton. 
The Outstanding Service Award recognizes excellence in se1vice to t.he university, 
college, school, discipline and/ or community. Professors Tim Mills and Denise Smith 
were t.he 2007 recipients for their outstanding service. Dr. Mills served on the Council on 
University Planning and Budget and the Application Review Committee. He provided 
tax assistance for international EIU students, and he has served as faculty adviser for 
Beta Alpha Psi and the Student Accounting Society He was a member of the Illinois 
Board of Examiners CPA Exam Task Force, and was active in the Peace Meal Senior 
Nuoition Program and United Way. Dr. Smith provided service to the university as a 
member of the Radio-TV Adviso1y Board, t.he Criminology Minor Advisory Committee, 
and as Moot Court Judge. She served on d1e College Grade Appeal Committee and the 
College Technology Planning Review Committee, in addition to service on several school 
committees. She was co-adviser for the Society for H uman 
Resource Management. 
The Outstanding Teaching Award, recognizing excellence 
in teaching, was presented to Professor Marko Griinhagen. D1: 
Grlinhagen demonstrated excellence in teaching in a holistic and 
balanced fashion . His innovative classroom instruction includes 
a semester-long project that culminates in poster presentations 
judged by a panel of top executives. He also uses a cross-cultural 
simulation game and employs challenging essay exams and 
contemporary popular press readings. He consistently received 
high evaluation ratings from students. 
Balanced Contribution Awards were presented to Dr. David 
Boggs and Dr. Tom Costello. These awards are presented to 




Dr. Dean Elmuti was presented vvith the Holley Ethics Award, given to the faculty 
member who most effectively includes the teaching of ethics. Dr. Ebnuti embeds ethics 
Dean E1mub 
into all of his courses, ensuring that students are exposed to me ethical dimensions of decision-making. 
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The Annually Contracted Faculty Outstanding Contribution Award was 
presented to Steve Benner. This award recipient is determined by previous recipients, 
and Mr. Benner was recognized for his contributions to the classroom. His popular 
accounting courses feature heavy use of technology, including both audio and visual 
presentation. He also was the recipient of a university teaching award for his use and 
integration of technology in instruction. 
The highest award for a faculty member in the School of Business is the Distinguished 
Professor Award, which recognizes a distinguished record of accomplishments in 
teaching, research and service to the school. This year's recipient was Professor Tim 
Steve Benner 
Mills, who has consistently received superior ratings for his teaching from both students and faculty. H e has 
published a number of papers focused on government purchasing practices and pedagogy. His record of service 
is extensive, and includes the 2007 Setvice Award from the School of Business and the Bill Kirk International 
Leadership Award for his service to international students on campus. 
Student Organizations 
Student organizations in the School of Business were active on campus, representing the school with excellence at 
both the state and national levels. Members of Beta Alpha Psi won the Superior Chapter Award for the lOth year 
in a row! The students also volunteered in the local community, working with the Embarras Volunteer Stewards. 
Beta Gamma Sigma was selected as a Premier Chapter, and was one of three chapters to receive a $500 BGS 
Scholarship to be awarded to a student member. The chapter inducted former EIU President Lou H encken into 
membership during the spring initiation. 
Several teams of the Association of Information Technology Professionals competed at the association's 
National Collegiate Conference held in Memphis, Tenn. T he group placed first in the MS Office Solutions 
competition, second in the Blade Server competition, and received an honorable mention in PC Troubleshooting. 
The EIU American Marketing Association student chapter received two awards at the International Collegiate 
Conference in ew Orleans, La. - O utstanding Chapter Planning and Outstanding Professional Development. 
The Society of Human Resource Management student chapter won the Superior Merit Award for providing 
exceptional opportunities for growth to members. Members of the Student Investment Society and other 
students attended the Redefining Investment Strategies in Education conference at the University of Dayton. 
The symposium is designed to allow students to hear finance professionals and interact with practicing analysts 
and investment bankers. Adam Glassberg, a finance major, was featured on the stage at the remote telecast of the 
closing bell for the NASDAQ The keynote speaker was Christopher Gardner, whose story was told in the recent 
book and movie "The Pursuit of Happyness." 
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July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008 
SC li<.JOL (JF [)LJSINESS 
David Arseneau 
Instructor, M.B.A . , 1979, 
Northern Illinois University 
Stephen Benner 
Instructor, M.B.A., 2002, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Clute Institute Conferences for 
Education and Business, Las Vega~, 
Nev., October 2007 
School of Business 2008 Annually 
Conlractrd Farulty Outstanding 
Contribution Award 
Honorary faculty inductc~-, Delta Sigma 
Pi, April 2008 
David J. Boggs 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 1998, 
University of Texas- Dallas 
"The Diffirultil'S in Using a Cost 
Leadership Strategy in Emerging 
~larkcts," with D. Baack, accepted for 
publication. lntcrnationaljournal of 
Emerging MarkeL~. fonhcoming 2008 
"The Elfrru on Ownrrship, Timing 
and Value: Chain Elfecll> on 
ubsidiary urvival,'' presentation and 
Procredings publication, 50th annual 
meeting, Southwest Academy of 
Management, Houston, Texas, March 
2008 
Faculty-lt-d Swdy Abroad, Summer 2008 
Co-adviser, International Business Club 
Michael L. Boorom 
Professor, Assistant Chair for 
Marketing, Ph.D., 1994, University of 
South Florida 
Chair, School Personnel Committee 
Chair, External Relations Committee 
New Horizons in Professional clling 
and Sales l\lanagemem: A Special 
Conlerenrc on Research, Teaching and 
Practicc,July 2007 
Accreditation review commiuees -
Unitrd Arab Emirates Ministry 
of Higher Education, Master's in 
Marketing, Uniwrsity of Strathclyde; 
B.A. in Marketing, Centennial 
Univt'J'Sity 
Paul D. Brown 
Instructor, M.B.A., 2004, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Drvclopcr/prescnter, Data Analysis 
Training for telecommunications 
company 
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Developer/presenter. Groupware/\ \'eb 
Collaboration Training, Rrgional Safe 
School program 
presentation. State Farm ~lillcnnium 
Girls' Evem 
Chuck S. Chahyadl 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2008, 
University of Oklahoma 
Ph.D. degree completion. Apri l 2008 
School of Business 2008 Faculty 
Research Award 
Research paper presentation, Eastern 
Ulinois University 
Discussant, Financial Managrmrm 
Association Meeting 
lngYu Chiou 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 1999, 
New York Universi-ty 
Adviser, Student love tmcnt Society 
Chartered Financial Analyst Level 2 
Exam completion 
"The Pricing TransmiSl>ion of Cold 
Across Asia, Europe and l'\onh 
America," with J. J ordan-Wagner. 
presentation and Proccrdings 
publication, International Acadt'lll) 
of Business and Publir Administration 
Disciplines Conference. Dallas, Texas, 
April2008 
Ayse Costello 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2002, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
Publication,Journal of Busin<•ss and 
Behavioral Sciences 
Presentations, lOth Annual International 
Conference of the American ocicty of 
Business and Behavioral Sciences 
Presentation and Proceedings 
publication, 2008 Marketing and 
Public Policy Conference 
Co-adviser. International Business Club 
Thomas Costello 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2000, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
School of Busine~• 2008 Balanred 
Contribution Award 
School of Busine:>s 2008 Resenr('h Grant 
Publication,Joul'llal of Business and 
Behavioral Sciences 
Presemations, J Olh Annual Jmcrnational 
Conference of the American Suciety of 
Business and Behavioral Sciences 
Adviser. American Marketing Association 
Henry H. Davis 
Professor, Ph.D., 1984, University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
President, CharlestOn Country Club 
EIU Intercollegiate· Athletic Commitu•e 
f.fU Faculty l\1emor 
\ Vebmaster, Midwest Region of 
American Accounting Association 
Suzanne Davis 
Instructor, J.D., 2003, University of 
Illinois-Urbana 
Dean S. Elmuti 
Profes.sor, Ph.D., 1985, Universi-ty of 
North Texas 
Research presentations in leadership. 
~1lpplr chain management and health 
care management 
Articles accepted for publication: 
International j ournal of Management. 
Supply Chain Ylanagemem and 
Tmernational j ournal, and j ournal of 
Hospital ~larketing 
School of Business Personnel Committee, 
Graduate Committee, faculty Issues 
Committee 
Fulbright Exchange Program Committc•c 
(f.IU) 
Richard L. Flight 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2007, 
University of Alabama 
Ph.D. degree completion 
Outstanding Graduate in Marketing 
Award, University of Alabama 
l\Ianderson School of Business 
Ad hoc reviewer. journal of Business 
Research and journal of mall 
Business ~[anagement 
AACSB Core Assessment Seminar, 
Tampa, Fla., OctOber 2007 
Co-chair, ElU Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Science Ad Hoc 
Honors Program Committee 
Norman A. Garrett 
Professor, Ed.D., 1986, Arizona State 
University 
Designer, server farm for 1\.0S students, 
funded by State Farm $25,000 grant 
"Using Social Networking Concepts 
to Improve Student-to-Student 
Collaboration in Online Courses.'' 
Proceedings of me World Conference 
on E-Learning in Corporate, 
Government, Healmcare and Higher 
Education 2007, Quebec City, Quebec, 
October 2007 
Marko GrOnhagen 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 1999, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Quoted, The Wall Street Journal, Nov. 
28, 2007 ,J. Covert, "NexCen Scouts 
for Beaten Brands," p. B3A. 
Quoted, National Public Radio, April 
7, 2008, S. Horsley, "The Obama 
Franchise: Harnessing Activists' 
Energy," Radio ewscast, "All Things 
Considered" program, available at 
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/ 
story.php?storyld=89438634 
Editor, Special Issue of me j ournal 
of Small Business Management; 
"Entrepreneurial and Small Business 
Marketing: An Introduction," with C. 
S. Mishra,Journal of Small Business 
Management, 46 (I), 1-3, 2008 
·~n Empirical Investig-ation of Framing 
Effects in Negotiations: A Study of 
Single-Family Home Sales," wilh C. L. 
Witte andJ. W. Gentry, Psychology and 
Marketing, 25 (5), 465-484, 2008 
School of Business 2008 Outstanding 
Teaching Award 
Vicki Hampton 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1998, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Recipient, ffiM Faculty Award grant, 
"Introduction to the COBOL 
Language" 
Image Editing Using Photoshop, 
Advanced Applications of 
Dreamweaver, University of Missouri-
St. Louis 
Abdou IIIia 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2003, 
Laval University, Canada 
"ICT Use: The Influence of Cultural 
Dimensions on the Need for Media 
Richness and Technological Richness," 
with A. Lawson-Body, Issues in 
Information Systems, Vol. VIII, No. 2, 
171-179,2007 
"Cultural Dimensions and the Need 
for Media Richness or Technological 
Richness," with A. Lawson-Body, 
Proceedings of me 2007 International 
Association for Computer Information 
Systems, (Abstract), Vancouver, 
Canada, October 2007 
Adviser, Association of Information 
Technology Professionals 
Adviser, African Students Association 
James Jordan-Wagner 
Professor and Chair, Ph.D., 1989, 
University of North Texas 
"The Pricing Transmission of Gold 
across Asia, Europe and North 
America," with I. Chiou, Proceedings 
of the International Academy of 
Business and Public Administration 
Disciplines, Dallas, Texas, April 2008 
"You're Hired! From Book Smarts to 
Street Smarts," presentation, AACSB 
l\1id-Continent Dean's Conference, 
Chicago, lll., October 2007 
MCSB Dean's Conference, San 
Antonio, Texas, February 2008 
William B. Joyce 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 1997, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Yunus Kathawala 
Professor, Ph.D., 1979, University of 
Georgia 
"Regionalization or Localization in 
Soumeast Asia: Lessons from a 
Recent Cross Country Study," wim 
K. Seidenfuss, presentation and 
Proceedings publication, Western 
Decision Sciences, Denver, Colo., April 
2007 
"Shopping Around lor the Perfect Supply 
Chain: The Apparel Retailer and 
VMI," with T. K. Harris, MBM, 
Chicago, Ill., April 2007 
"Meuics and Supply Chain 
Implementation: An Evaluation of 
Random and Practical Approaches," 
with L. White, presentation, 38th 
annual meeting, Decision Sciences 
Institute, Phoenix, Ariz., November 
2007 
"The Use of RFID for Traffic 
Management," lnternationalJournal 
of Technology, wim B. Tueck, Policy 
and Management, Vol. 8, No. 2, 2008 
"RFID in Traffic," Traffic Management 
International (forthcoming) 
Renee King 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1996, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Consultant, White & Associates, Market 
Researcher, New Berlin, Wis. 
Recipient, Performance-based Increase 
Developer, Elluminate Live 7.0 pilot 
program, management classes 
Susan Kling 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1982, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Faculty FeUows Program 
ETU Reads 
Roann R. Kopel 
Professor, Ph.D., 1986, University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Presenter, American Academy of 
Accounting, Finance and Economics, 
New Orleans, La. 
Director-at-Large, Midwest Region, 
Beta Alpha Psi International Board of 
Directors 
Stephen F. Laribee 
Professor, D.B.A., 1974, Kent State 
University 
Crystal Lin 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2004, Old 
Dominion University 
"Real Estate Mutual Funds: A Style 
Analysis," with K. Yung, Financial 
Services Review, Vol 16, Issue 4, pp 
261-273, 2007 
"Investor Sentiment and REIT Returns," 
with H. Rahman and K. Yung, 
accepted for publication,Journal of 
Real Estate Finance and Economics 
Marek R. Marciniak 
Instructor, M.B.A., 2005, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Chartered Financial Analyst Level I 
Exam completion 
Admitted, Ph.D. program, Florida 
Adantic Univcrsit)~ for Fall 2008 
New course, BUS 1000, development 
and instruction, with C. Roszkowski 
Nancy Danner Marlow 
Professor, D.B.A., 1986, Mississippi 
State University 
David G. McGrady 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1979, University 
of Texas-Arlington 
Board of Directors, illinois Financial 
Planning Association 
Board of Directors, Mid-IUinois Big 
Bromers Big Sisters 
Adviser, Financial Planning Student 
Association 
Adviser, Financial Management 
Association 
Timothy H. Mills 
Professor, D.B.A., 1989, Louisiana 
Tech University 
"Governmental Purchase Card 
Programs: A Case on the Stewardship 
of Public Resources," with C. 
Normand and R. Palmer, Accounting 
Perspectives, Vol. 7, No. I, March 2008 
Adviser, Beta Alpha Psi 
Adviser, Student Accounting Society 
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Volunteer tax assistance for EIU 
International Students 
illinois Bmtrd of Examiners Education 
Advisory Task Force 
William C. Minnis 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 2001, St. 
Louis University 
"Organi1.ational Effectiveness and 
Financial Performance: A Health 
Care tudy," with D. Elmuti,J ournal 
of Hospital Markering and Public 
Relations 
"The Elfects of Policy Frameworks 
and Culture on the Regulation of 
Entrepreneurial Entry," with G. 
M. Puia, Thejournal of Applied 
Management and Entrepreneurship 
"Longitudinal Assessment of an 
lmegratrd Industrial Supply Chain," 
with D. Elm uti, Supply Chain 
Management: An lmernational 
Journal 
Thomas P. Moncada 
Associate Professor, J.D., 1975, 
Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Chicago-Kent College of Law 
Matthew Monlppallil 
Professor, J.D., 1984, Southern 
Illinois University Law School 
Karen S. Nantz 
Professor, Assistant Chair for 
Management Information Systems, 
Ph.D., 1989, Brigham Young 
University 
"Social Nerworking in Web-Enhanced 
Coursrs," presentation, 2007 
Information Rc:sources Management 
Association International Conference, 
Vancouver, Canada, May 2007 
Editorial Board, lmernational j ournal 
of Information Tedmology Project 
Managemt·m 
Editorial Board, IntcrnationalJournal 
of Information Sysrcms and Social 
Change 
Nanci D. Newstrom 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1984, University 
of South Dakota 
12th Annual Marketing Management 
Association Fall Educators' Conference, 
St. Louis, Mo., September 2007 
Cheryl L. Noll 
Professor, Associate Chair, 
Coordinator of Graduate Business 
Studies, Ph.D., 1990, The Ohio State 
University 
Immediate Past President, Society for 
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Case Research 
Reviewer, Business Case Journal, Sociery 
for Case Research 
Reviewer. Annual Advances, Society for 
Case Research 
Richard J. Palmer 
Professor, Lumpkin Distinguished 
Professor, Accountancy Program 
Director, D.B.A., 1990, Southern 
Illinois University-Carbondale 
"Governmental Purchase Card 
Programs: A Case on the Stewardship 
of Public Resow'Ces," with C. 
Normand and T Mills, Accounting 
Perspectives, forthcoming Vol 7 (I), pp 
1-14,2008 
Gupta, Mal1cndra, Richard Palmer and 
Miljan Markus, ???? 
"Travel Card Usc in North America: 
Benefits, Opportunities and Best 
Practice Utilization," with M. Gupta 
and M. Mari..'Us, Cost Management, 
forthcoming 2008 
"Driving Saving and Compliance 
Through Corporate Card 
Optimization," presentation 
Illinois CPA Socicry Education Summit 
Task Force advisory group 
AACSB Accounting Accreditation team 
member, Universiry of Louisiana-
Monroe, Fall2007 
Scott C. Preston 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1986, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Darlene J. Riedemann 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1993, Loyola 
University 
Consultant, Professional Development 
for Secondary CTE Teachers in lllinois 
Study, Fall 2007 
Consultant, Business and Technology 
Institute, EIU, ntinois Department of 
Commerce and .Economic Opponunity 
Srudy, Summer 2007 
ConsultanL, Crossroads Workforce 
Investment Board 
Consultant, illinois Consolidated 
Telephone Company 
Consultant, Contributing Editor, 
McGraw Hilllrwin 
Christie L. Roszkowski 
Associate Professor, Business 
Undergraduate Coordinator, J.D., 
1978, University of Illinois-Urbana 
Chair, University Council on Academic 
Affairs 
Coordinator, BUS 1000 - " Introductory 
Business Seminar" 
Denise S. Smith 
Assistant Professor, J.D., 1977, 
Baylor University School of Law 
"Academic Freedom in a11 Age or 
Assessment and Accountability,"' 
presentation and Proceedings 
publication, Academy of Legal Studies 
in Business annual meeting, Augu.c;t 
2007 
President, Midwest Academy of Legal 
Srudies in Business 
Reviewer: American Business Law 
j ournal , Midwest Law J ournal, 
Northwest Missouri Regional Business 
Review 
Co-adviser, Society for Human Rcsou1'CC 
Management 
Sponsor; EIU S.HRM team, "HR 
Garnes," Universiry of Nebraska, April 
2008, Superior Merit Award 
Jeffrey J. Snell 
Associate Professor, D.B.A., 2000, 
Louisiana Tech University 
Richard B. Whitaker 
Associate Professor, Assistant Chair 
for Finance, Ph.D., 1995, University 
of Houston 
"State Lotteries and Agency Cost: 
H idden Costs to Nonparticipants,'' The 
American j ournal of Economics and 
Sociology, Volume 66, Number 3, pp 
533 - 545,July 2007 
Larry R. White 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2002, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
"Metrics and Measuring Supply Chain 
Implementation: An Evaluation 
of Academic and Practical 
Approaches," with Y Kathawala and 
B. Tueck, presentation, 38th annual 
meeting, Decision Sciences Institute, 
Phoenix, Ariz., November 2007 
John R. Willems 
Prof essor, Assistant Chair for 
Management, Ph.D., 1994, Indiana 
University 
Promotion to professor 
Chair, Search Committee, OB/HR 
faculry position, Spring 2008 
Adviser, Association of Information 
Technology Professionals 
A'iSociation or Information Technology 
Professionals National Collegiate 
Conference, Memphis, Tenn. 
Michael D. Wilson 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1982, Eaatem 
Illinois University 
Advi~r. Beta Gamma Sii;Tl'la 
Ad\iser, Delta 1gma Pi 
Melody L. Wollan 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2002, 
University of Nebraska 
"Recall of Autobiographical ~(emory: 
A Longitudinal Analy'i' of Franchio;ee 
F.xpcrts," \\-ith M . Grunhagen 
and M. Dorsth, International 
Entrepreneurship and Managrment 
j ournal, 4(1), 19·33, 2008 
"Working After R{'tircml'nt: Why Do 
They Do It?" with S. K. Kendrick, 
presentation, Ucst Pap<·r, I IR Oivi~ion 
Award. and Procrcdinbrs publication, 
lnstitut<• of Behavioral and Applied 
Manag<•m('lll Confhence, Rrno, 1cv., 
October 2007. 
President and Past Prr~idt•m, lmtitutc of 
Behavioral and Applied Management 
2007 EIU Arhie .. 't'rnrm and 
Contribution A\\ard S..·rvicc 
2007 Facultv E.xcellence A\\ard, EllJ 
School of Continuing Education 
Charles W. Wootton 
Professor, D.B.A., 1982, Mississippi 
State University 
Co-adviser, Beta Alpha P i 
Co-adviser, rudent Accounting Societ) 
Co-adviser. International • tudent Ta'\ 
Assistance Program 
'·The Comptomcter and Tlw Burroughs: 
Two Early Office ~lachine, and Their 
Influence on Aecounting and thr 
Worl:place in the United Stat<'S, 1895-
1915," presentation, Bu~inrs:. History 
Conference,. acramenw, Calif., April 
2008 
"The Emergence of Mechanical 
Accounting in the U.S., 1880-19:~0," 
with B. Kemmerer, Accounting 
Hiswrians j ournal, Vol. 3•~. o. 1:9 1-
124,2007 
Douglas A. Zuhone 
Instructor, M.B.A., 1987, Eaatem 
Illinois University 
American Real Estate Society Annual 
~leering 
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The past year was productive and rewarding for the 
School of Family and Consumer Sciences (SFCS). 
Both its Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer 
Sciences/Dietetic Option and the Master of Science in 
Fan1ily and Consumer Sciences/Dietetics Option (which 
includes a dietetic internship) were reviewed and assessed 
by a four-person review team from the Commission on 
Accreditation for Dietetic Education. The outcome was 
a 10-year re-accreditation for both programs by the 
American Dietetic Association. 
A significant part of the accreditation review process 
included program assessment. Every year the SFCS 
faculty collect and utilize academic assessment data, with 
curriculum and program evaluation/ revision being the 
end result. Dr. Karla Kennedy-Hagan received the 
First Place 2007 Provost Assessment Award for the Master of Science in Family and Consumer 
Science/Dietetics Option quality assessment program, indicating excellence in assessment and progran1 
improvement. 
The SFCS also had an academic program nan1e change. The former Completion of Learning on an Alternative 
Schedule (CLAS) program has been renamed the Alternative Bachelor's for Childcare Professionals 
(ABC). The ABC program is designed to facilitate access to courses through off-campus sites, and weekend and 
evening classes for non-traditional students. At the completion of a minin1um of 120 hours (combination of 
associate of science or associate of arts degree credits and ABC credits), participants receive a bachelor's degree 
from the EIU Bachelor of General Studies (BGS) program and a FCS/Child Care Professional certificate. A 
graduate also qualifies as an Early Childhood Professional Level rv, as identified by the ational Association for 
the Education of Yotmg Children AEYC), and qualifies for the Illinois Director Credential, as identified by 
the illinois Network of Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies. The ABC program significantly enhances 
the preparation for persons within the early childhood field, and especially those in administrative positions. Dr. 
Mikki Meadows was instrumental in getting the name change approved; Ms. Donna Coonce was appointed to 
coordinate the ABC program. 
Last year's annual report noted that students were expe•iencing hands-on learning while planning, preparing 
and serving meals as part of the Commercial Quantity Foods Production course taught by Ms. Kathy 
Rhodes. ln addition to the number of sections increasing from two last year to three this academic year, the 
food lab facilities were also renovated. A new commercial dish room was constructed, and me remaining lab space 
was better organized into institutional food prep areas. Long-range plans include the addition of a dining room. 
Funding support for the recent renovations came from university and SFCS sources; donations fium external 
sotu·ces are being sought to make possible the long-range plans for me Jab. 
I etworking and collaborative education between EIU and two higher education progran1s in Florence, Italy, 
remain su·ong. Cosimo Bargellini, a chef from me Apicius Culinary Institute of Florence, Italy, and Massimo 
Coppetti and Cecelia Ricci [mm the Florence University of the Arts in Italy, spent two weeks at EIU dming 
the swnmer of 2007 to teach three classes: ':A.n Introduction to Italian Wine Tasting," "Food Photography" and 
"Mediterranean Cooking." During the 2008 spring break, Dr. Kaye Woodward and Dr. Lisa Taylor took 13 
srudents on a trip to Florence, Italy. The trip, titled "From Renaissance Textile Guilds to Contemporary Fashion 
Design," provided students exposw·e to Italian design and culture. The students toured the Palazzo Pitti, the Roberto 
Cavalli Factory, the Busatti Factory, ilie Uffizi Gallery and the Accademia Gallery wim the Apicius International 
School of Hospitality providing faculty and guides. Students also learned how to cook authentic Italian dishes and 
how to photograph a fashion collection. Several described the experience as "a trip of a lifetime!" 
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The SFCS has long supponed multigenerational education, and during Summer 2007, Ms. Kathy Rhodes 
created a Kids Cooking Academy for children ages nine to 13. A total of 28 children participated in the two-
week event, learning about general nutrition, healthy cooking, proper mealtime etiquette, healthy body image 
and the imponance of providing service to others. Hands-on experiences included creating recipes, preparing a 
variety of foods, and both the planning and hosting of a reception for parents and special guests at the program's 
conclusion. Each participant "graduated" with a certificate of completion and a culinary I.-it of food preparation 
equipment. 
The 2007-2008 academic year concluded with best wishes sent to Dr. Martha Brown. She retired on June 
30, 2008, after 29 years of service. Dr. Brown accepted a faculty position at EfU, and retired at the rank of full 




acting chair of SFCS and acting dean, and was associate dean of the Lumpkin College 
of Business and Applied Sciences at the time of her retirement. Dr. Brown was given the 
honor of providing the Charge tO the Cla'ls (afTccrionaLely dubbed "The Last Lecture") 
during the Spring 2008 Commencement ceremony for the Lumpkin College of Business 
and Applied Sciences. She was well-known and .liked across campus, having been involved 
in a variety of campus committees. Her unending knowledge, dynamic personality, helpful 
approach, positive attitude and auention to detail were always appreciated and will be 
missed. While the last lecture is over. we can be assured that her positive influence ...,-ill 
continue to be with us at EIU. 
Faculty Recognitions 
Several SFCS faculty recei,'Cd special recognition for receipt of grants, awards and for 
significant contributions and acillevements on campus. Winkle black grants fund a variety 
of academic needs in the SFC , and grant recipients for 2007-2008 were Dr. Melanie 
Burns, Dr. J eanne Snyder, Dr. Linda Simpson, Dr. Kathleen O'Rourke and Ms. 
Carolyn Woolever. The Redden Fund for the Improvement of Undergraduate 
Instruction is a competitive university grant award; 2007 recipients included Ms. Susan 
Rippy, Dr. Frances Murphy and Dr. Karla Ke nned y-Hagan. 
Dr. Melanie Burns was awarded a 2007 Summer Research Assistant to assist with 
her research study. Dr Lisa Taylor was selected to receive the "Vagina Warriors" 
Award due to her numerous contributions to generate broader attention for the fight to 
stop violence against and aid women and girls. In addition, Dr. Taylor received a 2007 
EIU Council on Faculty Research Summer Research Grant for her study titled, 
"Predicting Relationship Violence Type with Contextual Factors." 
University Achievement and Contribution Aw ards are given based on exemplary 
achievement and/ or contributions. Dr. Pat M cCallister, Dr. Rick Wilkinson and Dr. 
Linda Simpson each received an award for service; Dr. Lisa Taylor received an award for research; and Dr. 
Karla Kennedy-Hagan received an award in the balanced catcgol); representing excellence in the three areas 
of teaching, service and research. 
Student Organizations 
The EIU Club Manager's Association of America (CMAA) student chapter has been active each year since 
its origination in 2001. In addition to hosting social functions, mrmbers attended educational sessions and toured 
the Bloomington Country Club, Panther Creek Country Club, Champaign Country Club and the Interlachen 
Counlry Club. Members benefited from donations to the chapter from the Dlini CMAA Chapter to attend 
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World Conference in Orlando, Fla. Several members fulfilled internship requirements at various country clubs 
throughout the nation, and recent graduates are pursuing club management careers. Dr. Lisa Brooks served as 
faculty adviser for the ETU chapter. 
The International Textile and Apparel Association (ITAA) student chapter meets weekly with the School 
of Technology's Technical Association of the Graphic Arts (TAGA) student chapter. Members entered 
three international design competitions, sponsored the first illinois Screen Printing Competition in April 2008, 
and staffed the Eastern lllinois University exhibit booth at the Specialty Graphics Imaging Association Expo in 
October 2007. Professor jean K. Dilworth was the chapter's faculty adviser. 
Kappa Chnicron Nu is the family and consumer sciences honor society whose mission is to empower leaders 
thorough scholarship, research and leadership. Undergraduate students invited to join have completed 45 semester 
homs, have a minimum grade point average of 3.0 (4.0 scale), and rank in the top 25 percent of their class. 
Graduate students have completed 12 semester hours, and have a minimum GPA of 3.5. This past year, the EIU 
chapter had 60 members. Sarah Maurer, chapter president, received a SocialJustice Award from the Council 
of Administrators of Family and Consumer Sciences for her research study, "Social Disadvantage and Child and 
Family Resilience in South Africa." Students created more than lOOJared Boxes with activities and play materials 
w lift the spirits of chronically ill children who were hospitalized or receiving Hospice care. The chapter's Relay for 
Life team earned first place for the third consecutive year in fundraising for the American Cancer Society. Chapter 
programming focused on the theme of leadership throughout the academic year. Drs. Jim Slavik and Kathleen 
O'Rourke served as faculty advisers. 
The Organization for Peer Education on Nutrition (OPEN) attracts members from a variety of dietetic and 
other health-related programs. The focus of OPE is to promote nutrition and healthy lifestyle changes for EIU 
students and the Charleston community. AU members attend a Certified Peer Education training workshop and 
earn a Peer Educator certificate. This past year, members hosted a table at both the Panther Palooza and the ETU 
Health Fai1; and distributed handouts promoting healthy eating. Members were facilitators at the 2007 Lumpkin 
College of Business and Applied Sciences' annual Etiquette Dinner. Other activities included events to promote 
diabetes awareness, fundraisers in support of diabetes and cancer prevention, and nutrition education programs 
for children and older adults. The f.'lculty adviser was Dr. Karla Kennedy-Hagan. 
A new student organization, Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA), was formed 
during FaU 2007, with Ms. Kathy Rhodes serving as faculty adviser to 24 members. The mission of PCMA 
is to "deliver breah.'through education and promote the value of professional convention management." Several 
fundraisers helped finance member attendance at the national conference in Seattle, Wash., where students 
networked with other professionals and received contact information for prospective internships and jobs. 
The Student Association of Family and Consumer Sciences (SAFCS) had a successful year with more than 
40 new members recruited through monthly SAFCS meetings, membership drives and class presentations. Srudent 
members had opportunity to attend the lllinois Association of Family and Consumer Sciences' annual conference 
and the WIM Career Conference. In addition to monthly campus meetings, SAFCS members collaborated with 
other student organizations within the SFCS to donate Christmas gifts to families in need through HOPE of East 
Central illinois. SAFCS also completed a service project called 'jared Boxes," that provided a box of activities, 
toys and books to children with terminal illnesses and extended hospital stays. Dr. Linda Simpson served as 
faculty adviser. 
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Deborah Appleby 
Instructor, M.S., 2007, Eastern 
Illinois University 
"Perceptions of Sororities among 
Sorority Women," poster presentation, 
Blinois Association of FamiJ)' and 
Consumer Scit•nces annual conference, 
October 2007 
Assistant Chapter Adviser, Alpha Sigma 
Tau Sorotity 
Jill Bowers 
Instructor, Child Care Resource and 
Referral Grant Director, M.S., 2006, 
Eastern Illinois University 
Grant Recipient. Lumpkin Family 
Foundation, for "Bridges Om of 
Poverty" Trainer Certification 
Ad\·iser, amothracc (Business and 
Professional \Vomen's student 
organization) 
·'Get Ouua .:\ ly Way hopping Bcha\ior 
tudy." with L. Simpson, K. O'Rourke, 
L. Taylor, K. ha\\ and D. Appleby, 
lllinois Council on Family Relations 
and American Association of Fan1ily 
and Consumer cirnccs annual 
conft•rcnces, 2007 
"Empowering Early Adolescents 
in a Morally Ambiguous \\'odd: 
An Exploration of l\liddlc School 
Character Education Programs," with 
K. O'Rourke, prescmation, American 
Association of Family and Consumer 
Sciences annual meeting, 2007 
Tamatha "Lisa" Brooks 
Instructor, Ph.D., 2007, Indiana State 
University 
Adviser. Club Managers Association of 
America 
ecretary/Treasurcr, Illinois Council on 
Hotel, Restaurant and lnstitutional 
Education 
Martha S. Brown 
Associate Dean, Professor, Ph.D., 
1979, Flori da State University 
Environmental Health and Safety 
Committee, Eit.; 
Chair. ElU Academ)' of Lifetime 
l..('arning Advisory Council 
Bylaws and Handbook Comminee, 
Council of Administrators of FamiJy 
and Consumer Sciences 
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Melanie T. Bums 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 1999, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
Recipient. Summer Research 
Assistantship 
"SFCS Students' Perceptions of 
Professional Behavior." three research 
presentations 
Recipient, Winkleblack Family 
Fund grants, "Graduate Stholars 
Competition" and "SFCS Students' 
Perceptions of Professional Bdmvior·" 
EIU Reads Planning Commiltce 
Lucy Campanis 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 1986, 
Pennsylvania State University 
:'\ational Standards for Teachers of 
Famih· and Consunwr Sdt•ncl.'s: 
Devel~pment Panel member and Work 
Group parridpant 
illinois Familv and Con~uml·r Science~ 
Teacher Educators Counc-il 
Council on Teacher Educ-ruion, and 
chair, Student Grievance Committ<·c, 
EIU 
Academic Technology Advisory 
Committee. EIU 
EIU College of Education and 
Professional Studies Unit J\s~cssmcnt 
Committee 
Jean Dilworth 
Professor, Program Coordinator, 
M.F.A., 1985, Western Illinois 
University 
"Colorfastness of Oir·ect-to-Carment 
Inkjct-printcd T·shirts," \~th P. Age. 
AATCC Re~ew, 7(9), pp. 29-32. 2007 
·'Fabric Facts." \~tb P. Age, Fabric 
Graphics, I (2), pp. 33-37. 2007 
Ad\-iser, Technical Association lor the 
Graphic Arts and l ntcrnat.ional Textile 
and Apparel Association 
Standards and Competencies for 2008 
:'\ ational Skills USA crcen Priming 
Competit.ion. with L. Hudson and C. 
Huitt, Pit:tsburg, Kan., 2007 
Supervisor, nlinois Skills USA Screen 
Printing Competition, April 2008 
Co-author, screen printing competition 
written e.xam, February 2008 
Teresa Drake 
Instructor, M.S., 2003, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Certificate of Training in Adult Weight 
~lanagcmem 
Karla Kennedy-Hagan 
Assistant Profes.sor, Assistant Chair, 
Dietetic Internship Coordinator, 
Ph.D., 2004, University of Illinois-
Urbana 
Recipient, first place, EIU 2007 Provost 
Assessment Award for the Graduate 
D ietetic 
Internship Assessment Program 
Recipient, EIU 2007 Achievemcnt 
and Contribution Award ('Balanced 
Category) 
Area Five Coordinawr. American 
Dietetic Association Dietetic Educator., 
of Practitioners - Dietetic Practice 
Group 
Invited lecturer, l\IuJtidisciplinaJ) 
Program in Geriatrics for :\on-
Physicians, Department of ~ ledicinc, 
Universiry of Illinois 
Volunteer Registered Dietitian. ElL' 
Eating Disorder Team 
Karen Hart 
Instructor, M.S., 1990, Eastern 
Illinois University 
On-site Director, ETU Infant and Child 
Development Laboratories 
Carta Honselman 
Assistant Profes.sor, Didactic 
Program in Dietetics Coordinator, 
Dietetic Program Area Coordinator, 
Ph.D., 2008, University of Illinois-
Urbana 
Committee on Assessmem of Student 
Learning, EIU 
Assessment Committee 
Chair, Recruitment and Retention 
Committee 
Mary Lou Hubbard 
Professor, Experiential Learning 
Coordinator, Ph.D., 1979, Southern 
Illinois University-Carbondale 
Institutional Review Board, EIU 
Judge, Indiana State Fair 
Judge, Coles County 4-H 
Gary Laumann 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2002, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
Coordinator and Director, Illinois 
Council on Family Relations' 2008 
Annual Conference 
Elected President, lllinois Council on 
Family Relations (for 2008-2009} 
Coordinator of course-building, Religion 
and Family Life Section, National 
Council on Family Relations 
State officer training, ational Council 
on Family Relations, Pittsburg, Pa., 
November 2007 
Participant, Technology Inslin•te, 
University of Illinois-Urbana,June 
2007 
Pat McCallister 
Professor, Ed.D., 1990, University of 
Georgia 
EIU Achievement and Contribution 
Award (Service) 
Earned paralegal certification 
United Stales Technical Advisory Group 
to the International Organization 
for Standardization, Technical 
Management Board 
UndeiWiiters' Laboratories Standards 
Technical Panels 
City of Charleston Hlstolic Preservation 
Commissioner 
Michelle Meadows 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2002, 
Indiana State University 
"Working with Gay and Lesbian 
Families: The Caregiver's Role," 
presentation at Chicago Metro 
Association for the Education of Young 
Children Annual Conference, Chicago, 
J anuary 2008 
"Your Online Image," presentation 
to Family, Career and Community 
Leaders of America state leadership 
meeting, EIU, O ctober 2007 
Frances L. Murphy 
Professor, M.S. in Family and 
Consumer Sciences Graduate 
Coordinator, Ph.D., 1989, Texas 
Women's State University 
Initiated development of off-campus 
cohort program for M.S. in Family and 
Consumer Sciences with Northwest 
Suburban Education to Careers 
Partnership 
Study Abroad planning trip to South 
Africa, April 2008 
Kathleen A. O'Rourke 
Associate Professor, Ph.D., 1999, 
University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Second Vice Chair, Kappa Omicron Nu 
Honor Society National Board 
J ournal Gazette/Times-Cou.rier "20 
Under 40 Class of 2007" 
'~ging is NOW: A Snapshot of Ow· 
Older Adult Population," presemation, 
Society for Nutrition Education Annual 
Conference, Chicago, lll. 
Faculty Adviser, Colleges Against Cancer, 
An1erican Cancer Society 
Recipient, WinkJeblack Family Fund 
grant, " Lmproving and Enhancing the 
Quality and Quantity of Student and 
Faculty Research Activities" 
James Painter 
Professor and Chair, Ph.D., 1999, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
Board member: White Wave Foods, Soy 
Silk, Broomfield, Colo.; Paramount 
Farms, Pistachio Health Scientific 
Advisory Board, Los Angeles, Calif. 
"Food Psychology: Why We Eat More 
Than We Think We Do," presentation, 
United States Air Force Academy, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
"Portion Size Me," presentation, New 
York University, New York, NY 
"Why We Eat More Than We Think We 
Do," keynote presentation, Conference 
for Advisers of Peer Educators, 
BACCI-IUS, Deove1~ Colo. 
Betsy Pudliner 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2007, 
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
Scotland 
Paper Presentation, Service Quality 
Conference, Pennsylvania State 
University 
Technology Ad Hoc Committee 
Writing Ad Hoc Committee 
Assessment Committee 
iLife Video submission for Hospitality 
Beth Puricelli 
Instructor, M.S., 2006, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Curriculum Writer, lllinois State 
Board of Education Curliculum 
Revitalization Project, Human 
Development and Growth Area 
Board of Directors, Dlinois Family, 
Career and Community Leaders of 
America 
Faculty Adviser, Invisible Children: 
Creating Awareness and Raising 
Funds for War-torn Children in Gulu, 
Uganda 
Susan Rippy 
Instructor, M.S., 1993, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Linda Simpson 
Professor, Ph.D., 1994, University of 
Illinois-Urbana 
EIU Achievement and Contribution 
Award (Service) 
Recipient, Winkleblack Family Fund 
grant 
"Technology and Group Work: Does 
it Work" and "Turnitin: Staying 
Ahead of Academic Dishonesty," 
presentations, Illinois Online 
Conference and Abstract publications 
"Using Technology for Student 
Engagement in Asynchronous 
Learning," presentation, Faculty 
Summer Institute, University of 
lllinois-Urbana 
Jim Slavik 
Associate Professor, Family Service 
Program Area Coordinator, Ph.D., 
1980, Florida State University 
Jeanne Snyder 
Associate Professor, M.A. in 
Gerontology Program Coordinator, 
Honors Coordinator, Ph.D., 1993, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
Recipient, Initiative Award from the 
Dean of the Graduate School 
Recipient, WinkJeblack Family Fund 
grant, "FCS Students' Perceptions of 
Professionalism" 
Presenter, EIU Academy of Lifetime 
Learning 
"FCS Students' Perceptions of 
Professionalism," presentation, illinois 
Association of Family and Consumer 
Sciences 
Presenter, illinois Curriculum 
Revitalization Initiative on Gerontology 
Lisa Taylor 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2005, 
Auburn University 
EIU Achievement and Contribution 
Award (Research) 
"Evaluating an Adolescent Measure 
of Gambling Pathology," Paradigm, 
Ulinois Institute for Addiction Recovery 
Recipieot, ''Vagina Warrior" award, EIU 
Women's Studies Program 
EIU Council on Graduate Studies 
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Co-leader. tudy Abroad program to 
Flon.'ncc, hal~, pring 2008 
Richard F. Wilkinson 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 1997, 
University of Missouri 
Elected Prr ident, lUinois Chapter, 
Ho pitality and Touri.m l~ucators 
A~wciation 
EIC Achievement and Contribution 
A,,arcJ Scnice 
Proposal reviewer and "Out,tanding 
Reviewer,'' 2007 International 
Ho,pitaliry and Tourism Educators 
Conference 
Developed hospitality studcnt/indusrry 
professional mentor program 
EJU Council on Faculty Research aud 
Institutional Review Board 
Carolyn Woolever 
Instructor, M.S., 1994, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Recipient. \\'inklcblack Familr Fund 
grant 
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Certified, Grief Recove11 pccialist 
Coordinator, lntergrnerational 
Elderhostcl , EIU 
Chair, FC Alumni 'cwsleuer 
Committee 
Editor," ews & 1ew•" Alumni 
Newsletter 
Christina Yousaf 
Instructor, M.S., 1989, University of 
Akron 
Panelist, "Global Feminism; Promises 
and Problems,'' International Women·~ 
Day, EI 
"Characteristics and Cultural 
Significance of Arranged Marriages," 
presentation, lntcrnntional Forum, EIU 


















Loretta Kay Woodward 

The School of Technology welcomed four new faculty 
members this year who brought new ideas and resources 
to the unit. Jerr y Cl oward brought more than 16 years 
of public school and four years of university teaching 
experience to EIU, and he provides instruction for both 
the Career and Technical Education and Industrial 
Technology programs. He iscoordinatorof the Production 
Lab, and is also ncating completion of his Ph.D. from 
Utah State University. Luke 
Steinke also joined the school 
in Fall 2007, having received 
his Ph.D. from outhern 
illinois University with a focus 
in workforce education and 
development, as well as a 
background in graphic communications. \Vith expertise in digital p1inting, he was able to 
assume responsibilities in the Digital Printing and Web Technology Laboratory following 
the unexpected death of Phil Age in June 2007. Dr. Steinke worked closely with Professor 
J ean Dilworth in the School of Family and Consumer Science, and \\ith graduate assistant 
Gabriel Grant. to grow and ex'Pand the interdisciplinary minor and ('nhance o!Terings in 
the digital printing, imaging and web technology concentration. 
Two new faculty members joined the Career and Organizational Studies program in Fall 
2007. Diana Wyatt has 20 years of experience in adult education, career counseling, 
adminisTration, gram application and gram management, and Broce Barnard has 
almost 30 years experience working with adult populations. He served as director of 
Adult Recovery Services in Champaign, Ul. , and has been an adjunct faculty member 
with t.hc chool of Technology since 2004. 
Update on Programs 
Luke Sternke 
O.ana Wyan 
Faculty in the Industrial Technology (IT\11) program revised the core curriculum during the cout·se of the year and 
arc currently receiving input from the Advisory Board and other entities before moving the curriculum changes 
forward through the university curriculum approval process. The revised core wiU strengthen the curriculum and 
address contemporary challenges faced by graduates. 
Career and O rganizational Studies program faculty developed or revised six courses that recei\·ed university 
approval. V\r.th the additions of Diana \ Vyatt as a tenure-track faculty member and Bruce Barnard as an annually 
contracted faculty member, program offerings have been enhanced and the needs of the growing studem population 
both on- and on: campus - better served. Thomas H awkins, Lance H ogan, Diana \1\'yatt and Bruce Barnard also 
developed and delivered a one-day workshop for the Mental Health Center of Champaign County, llL 
Career and Technical £ducation (CTE) students have continued to excel in state and national competitions. 
Amy Cummins received the OutStanding Student Teacher Award. Mike Woods, a ~enior in CTE with a business 
education option, received four first-place awards (Future Business Teaehet~ Help Desk, job Jnterview and Digital 
Video Production categories) at the Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership Conference. Brianne Hayes placed first 
in Word Processing, and Brianna Johnston placed third in Markeling Concepts. Members of the Alpha Chi 
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Chapter of Pi Omega Pi placed seventh in the national competitions. As a result of the study materials developed 
for students talcing the business and technology content area exams, I 00 percent of students in the Career and 
Technical Education program passed the content exams. 
e,•eral students from the Master of Science in Technology program were recognized for their achie,·ements 
this year. Roja Rani Perumandla received the Outstanding International tudent Award for Technology. Gabriel 
Grant and Paul Bierman received Distinguished Graduate Student Awards. Uros MarjanO\ic received a \\rilliams 
Travel Award for his presental.ion at the National Association of l ndusuial Technology Conference in Panama 
City Beach, Fla. 
Other News 
Nineteen students received scholarships or awru·ds at the 2008 Scholarship and Awards Program held April6, 2008. 
In addition, 15 graduate and undergraduate students were iniliated into Epsilon Pi Tau immediately follov.~ng the 
awa1·ds program. Epsilon Pi Tau is the International Honor Society for Professions in Technology. It recognizes the 
academic excellence of students and the professional excellence of individuals in technology professions. 
The chool of Technology Student Ambassador organization spent Lhe 2007-2008 academic year as visible 
and enthu iastic student leaders. T hey took pan in EIU oriemal.ion day:., transfer tudent programs, the EIU 
Community College Articulation Conference and the Academic Foundations Fair presemation and table fair. 
They also sponsored l'('sidence hall informational tables. 
This year. Ambassadors helped sponsor an "Interviewing Forum" for graduating seniors, served as tour guides for 
the chool of Technology, and volunteered to be e-mail mentors to new chool of Technology students. Several 
Ambassadors worked to promote the school's programs by visiting Illinois high schools, while others represented 
the unit at ad,~ser-sponsored workshops on choosing majors. The overall goal for the Ambassadors has been to 
foster a positive connection with prospective students, parents and School of Technology visitors. T he Student 
Ambassad01-s for 2007-2008 were Matthew Casey (INT), Alyssa McKeefery (IN1), Dustin Witty (CTE/TEC), 
Michael Woods (CTE/BUS), Ryan Woodham, (CTE/TEC), Bridget O'Connor (CT E/FCS) and Karen Dye 
(CT E/FCS). 
Jeffrey Decker, Class of 1991 in industrial technology, was one of Coles County's "20 Under 40" individuals 
cited for contribuling to the •·egion in ways that go beyond the positions for which they are paid. Decker is an 
instructor for tJ1e Illinois Fire Service Institute and the Safety and Technical Rescue Association, and is a member 
of the chool of Technology Advisory Board. Kimberly Ervin, a professional photographer and Presidential 
Graduate Assistant in the School of Technology, was also selected for the "20 Under 40" recognition, and is 
involved in numerous activities in the community, including St.John's Lutheran chool, Coles County H abitat for 
Humanity and CHOICE. l\lr. Decker and Ms. Ervin were honored with 18 other "20 under 40" awardees at a 
spring Community Leaders Breakfast and an evening reception held in Charleston. 
The School of Technology Advisory Board was active in working to establish a "Future Fund" to assist in 
preparing the program for developments in instruction and application. To date, pledged contributions sufficient 
to name four rooms in Klehm Hall have been made, with official naming approval ruHicipated by the EIU Board 
of Trustees in fY09. Additional funding support was provided by the creation of the Tom and Lou Ann Waskom 
Scholarship, estabtished by Professor Emeritus Tom Waskom and his late wife, Lou Ann Waskom. A scholarship 
will be awarded annually to an industrial technology m~jor and a career and technical education/technical 
education oplion major. 
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Faculty Recognitions 
Thomas Hawtuns 
Rigoberto Chinchilla and Thomas Hawkins received 2007 ''Excellence in the 
Use of Technology'' Awards for their use of technology in research and teaching. 
Rigoberto Chinchilla, Thomas Hawkins, Lance Hogan and Thomas McDonald 
received EIU Achievement and Contribution Awards for 2007. 
Rigoberto Chinchilla, Sam Guccione, Thomas Hawkins, Lance Hogan, Jim 
McKirahan, David Melton and Bob Wiseman received Redden Fund for the 
Improvement of Undergraduate Instruction grants. 
Ping Liu and Rigoberto Chinchilla received a Proposal Initiation Fund (PIF) for the university, titled, 
"Preliminary Study of Biometric Face-Recognition for Extensive Curriculum Development." 
Julie Chadd received the chai1·'s 2007-2008 School of Technology Outstanding Service Award in 
recognition of exceptional performance in setvice to the university, profession, and community. 
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July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008 
\ C IIO() l () I T l C II N() l ()(JY 
Bruce K. Barnard 
Instructor, M.S., 2004, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Julie Chadd 
Assistant Professor, CTE 
Coordinator, Ph.D., 2003, Southern 
Illinois University-Carbondale 
Reviewer, 2008 \uional Bu~int•ss 
Education Yearbuok 
Editorial Board,Journal ol' Applic·d 
Research lor 13usirw~~ ln~trut• tion 
Advisc·r, Pi Omega Pi, nrionnl llonor 
ockty for Busint'\S l::ducation 
"Professional Dcvdopmrm ccds of 
CTE Tc.•achr~ in Illinois," ''ith K. 
Drage. prcst•mation, 2007 Oc.•lta Pi 
Ep ilon National Conft•n•nc·c, Nt'\\ 
Orlean,. La., "\mc•mhc.•r 2007 
"~lore AlU\t' l .1:arnin~,'' pre,rnuuion. 
Fall CJ~,ic Jn,tituu·. Rt-~on.tl Offin· 
of Educauon #II, ChariNton, Ill.. 
October 2007 
Rigoberto Chinchilla 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2004, 
Ohio University 
Eil.l Achievement and Contribut.ion 
Award Rl''><'arch 
Council of Faculty Rt·,eardl Recognition 
for FY2008 Proposal Initiative Fund 
for Rcsc·arch in Bionwtric !~Itt>· 
Recogni tion 
E.xet•Ut>nC'l' in th(' Use of 'l'c:chnology 
Award 
Recipient, Redden Fund gram, 
pecializt•d Trainin~ in Computc:r 
Sccurit) 
Oevelopt•d .md t.JUght thr fi~t couN' in 
Biometric nrrit) in dw M:Nrr's of 
Technolcxo- Program 
Jerry Cloward 
Assistant Professor, M.S., 2005, Utah 
State University 
Rapid Prototyprn~ I raining. '\,\IT 
.\nnual Confcren<c 
Prt"S("ntcr. LIL' L'niwr<irt) H>undation~· 
Academic Foundation l)a) 2007 
Robert Curia 
Instructor, M.S., 1993, California 
State University-Long Beach 
Consultant, U.S. Emb:w.y, Bnrs~<'ls, 
Belgium 
Developed comprehensive farilit~ 
Securit) cour..c 
~ised Construction Projrct 
~lanagement and Comtrunion 
Equipment and ~[ateriah course~ 
Engineering Consultant, local projt•ct~ 
Karen Drage 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2005, 
Southern Illinois University· 
Carbondale 
Membership Director, Illinois Husim·ss 
Education Association 
Awards Committe<' and C:onfi.•rcrwc· 
Planning Committct>, lllinoi~ Bu~im·'s 
Education Association 
Elected President, Eastern lllinois 
Business Education Association 
' 'Role of Busini:Sl> Educat.ion in the 
Secondary School Curriculum: \ 'ic'" 
of Secondar) hool Prinnpab," with 
K. Drage and ~l Ander..on, forum 
2007 
Adviser. Phi Beta Lambda Pre-.entn, 
:\arional Phi Beta Lambda conf<·rem·t'. 
ummer200i 
Samuel A. Guccione 
Associate Professor, Robotics 
Laboratory Coordinator, Ed.D., 1992, 
Temple University-Philadelphia 
·~utomatic Identification and R I'l l) 
Course and Equipment for Teaching 
and Research," accrptccllor· :200il 
lntcrnationaljournal of Modt•rn 
Engineers and ational Assodation nf 
lndustrial Technology lnt('rnnti()nal 
Conference 
Co-presenter, '' Introduction to Oi\Crt·tc· 
Event Modeling and imulation: 
Arena and Pro~iodel," 2008 Amcri<an 
Sociery of Engineering Edutat.ion Ill./ 
Incl Section Conference 
Co-presenter. "Creat.ing an 1\l\\a) 
Connected Industrial Ethernet for 
Students.'' 2007 :\ational ,\.,..ociat.ion 
of IndustriaJ Tcchnolog) annual 
convention 
Co-presenter. •·Introduction to Di'><·"·tc· 
Event ~lodeling and imulmion: 
Arena and Pro~ lodcl," 2007 Nation.tl 
Association of Industrial Tcchnolugy 
annual convention 
Recipient, 2008 Redden Fund gmnt, 
"Introduction of lndusui:tl Ethrrnet 
into Automation and Control Cuursc~" 
Thomas Hawkins 
Associate Professor, Career and 
Organizational Studies Coordinator, 
Ed.D., 1995, University of Illinois-
Urbana 
LIU .\ chievement and Contribution 
Award Balanced ! 
Excellence in the Use of Technology in 
Teaching Award 
"Crcco-Roman Images of Leadership 
nnd First-Century Christian 
Communities," presentation, 
2007 ational Missional Church 
Convocadon 
R. Lance Hogan 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2005, 
Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale 
en; .\chicvemem and Contribution 
A\\<lrd Teaching' 
"The HistOrical De\'elopment of 
Program Evaluation: fu:ploring 
tht• Past and Presen~" O nline 
J ournal of Workforce Education and 
Dt'\elopmem. 2 +. 1-H. 2007 
" :-. J ana~ement - Quantil)ing Personal 
t\uributes of :-.todd Six Sigma Black 
Belu," "ith B. DeRuntz. 40th annual 
cun\'ention of the Xational Association 
of lndusuial Technology. Panama City, 
Fla., October 2006 
Recipient, Redden Fund gram 
' !'rain-The-Trainer Certificate 
Mahyar lzadi 
Chair and Professor, Ph.D., 1990, 
Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale 
Certified :-.Ianufacturing Engineer 
Editorial Board: Intemationaljournal 
of ~ lodern Engineering, Eastern 
Educationjournal.Journal of 
lnduSLrial Technology 
Chair. X. \IT :\ccreditarion Team to 
Ohio ~onhern t:niversiry 
P<l!>t-Chair. EIU Council of Chairs 
Commencement.\larshaL ~lay 2007 
EIU Commencement 
Peter Ping Liu 
Professor, Ph.D., 1991, Iowa State 
University 
l>rofcssional Engineer (PE) in Mechanical 
Engineering, Illinois 
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Oracle Certified Professional IOCP), 
Oracle DBA 
Certified Quality Engineer (CQE). 
American Society of Quality Control 
Certified Senior Industrial Technologist 
(CSIT), National Associa tion of 
Industrial Technology 
" Industrial Materials,'' wilh L. I lclsd, 
2nd Edition, The GoodhearL-\Vilcox, 
c2008 
Tom McDonald 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2005, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University 
El U Achievement and Contribution 
Award (reaching) 
Simulation workshop presentation, 
National Association of l ndu~trial 
Technology Annual Conference 
Adviser, ~arional Association of 
lndlL~trial Technology tudent Chapter 
Jim McKirahan 
Instructor, M.S., 1994, Eastern 
Illinois University 
Courscwork completion, Ph.D. 
in Technology Management 
Manufacturing Systems program, 
lndiana State University 
Co-presenter, "Creating an Always-
connected eManufacturing chool of 
Technology Industrial Ethernet." 2007 
::'\ational Association of lndu!>trial 
Technology Annual Confcrt'ncc, 
Panama City. Fla 
Recipient, 2008 Redden Fund gram, 
"Virtual Instruction Presemation" 
David Melton 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2007, 
Utah State University 
El Research and Creatiw Activi1y 
Advisory Board 
Adviser, Sodety of Manufacturing 
Engineering En; Chapt<.>r 
Co-Trustee, Epsilon Pi Tau (EIU 
Chapter), International Honor Society 
for Professionals in Technology 
''Comparisons of Group-Based and 
Individual-Based Assignments in 
an Engineering Graphics Course 
within a Higher Education Learning 
Emironmem:· presentation, 2008 
~arional Association of Industrial 
Technology Annual Confcn·ncc, 
Panama City, Fla. 
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Luke Steinke 
Assistant Professor, Ph.D., 2006, 
Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale 
"Why Should 1 Stay? Factors Influencing 
Technology Education Teachers tO 
Stay in l't'aching Positions," with A. 
R. Putnam,Joumal of Technology 
Education, 19(2). 57-70, 2007 
"Factor.. Influencing Tt·chnology 
Education Teachers to Accept and Stay 
in Teaching Positions as Perceived by 
Leaders in Statc Technology Education 
Associations," paper presentation 
(second-place" inner}, eTED Research 
Sympo ium, 2007 i\CTE Convention, 
Las Vegas, Nev., December 2007 
Style Editor, OnlitwJournal of 
Workforce Education and Development 
Elected Policy Committee Chair, 
Engineering ROd Technology 
Education Division, Association of 
Career and Technical Education 
Mori Toosi 
Professor, Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing Laboratory 
Coordinator, Internship Coordinator, 
Ph.D., 1990, Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale 
Annual Conferrncr, National Association 
of Industrial Technology 
\ \'ebCT workshop training 
Curriculum drvelopm<'nt related to 
online courses and technology-
enhanced instruction 
Wafeek Wahby 
Associate Professor, Construction 
Laboratory Coordinator, Industrial 
Technology Coordinator, Ph.D., 1988, 
University of Alexandria, Egypt 
"Innovative Use of Concrete," 
session co-chair and pre'«'nter. F'ITSt 
International Conference on Recent 
Advances in Concrete Tcchnolo~n; 
Washington, D.C., 2007 
Television program host, graduate 
student resea.rch presentalions 
Organizer and presenter, Construction 
Club H ands-On Training, in 
collaboration with Workforce 
Opportunities Resource ConsortiLUn 
and Lincoln Land Building and 
Construction Trades Council of 
Effingham 
Participant, 2007 annual c-om'ention/ 
Exhibition and National Bridge 
Conference of the Precast/Prestressed 
Concre1e Instirute. Phoenix, Ariz. 
Participant, -H>lh annual convention of 
the National Association of Industrial 
Technology, Panama City, Fla .. 2007 
Robert C. Wiseman 
Professor, Ed.D., 1958, Indiana 
University, 
"Chinese Tractors." published in Antique 
Power magazine 
" Photographic Exposure: U ndcl'ltanding 
Light Readings," presentation. four 
State Regional Technology Conference, 
Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg, 
Kan. 
Facili1a1:or, AECT Convention, Anaheim, 
Calif. 
Recipient, Redden Fund grant 
Consulcing Editor, TechTrends i\[agazinr 
Deborah A. Woodley 
Professor, Assistant Chair, Ph.D., 
1994, University of Illinois-Urbana 
l~i10r, Premier Boys State and Girls 
State Yearbook Publications 
Photographic Trip to Australia 
De~igner/editor. EIU School of 
Technology Newsletter 
Diana Wyatt 
Assistant Professor, M .S., 1995, 























In August 2007, the EfU 1v.lilitary Science Department 
Panther Battalion began the school year with a Welcome 
Back Recognition event. The purpose of this event was 
to recognize the accomplishments of returning seniors 
from the Leader Development and Assessment Course 
{LDAC) held at Fort Lewis, \ Vash., over the summer, and 
to officially stand up the battalion \\~th new leadership. 
The LDAC, also .known as Operation Warrior FOrge. is 
the final training hurdle for cadets before commissioning. 
Cadet Jacob Niewold completed the 2007 LDAC with 
an overall assessment of Excellence, the highest awarded, 
and he became the Panther Battalion commander for the 
Fall 2007 semester. 
The annual fall Field Training Exercise (FfX) was a weekend trip held at the indiana 1 ational Guard Training 
Area at Camp Atterbury, Ind. More than 50 cadets spent the weekend e.-..-periencing first-hand Army training and 
a military installation, as wcll as building team spirit and camaraderie in challenging and interactive activities such 
as rappelling and confidence and obstacle courses. The weather cooperated this year, and all training activities 
scheduled were completed. The FTX served to establish initial bonds that will help ensure successful completion 
of the ROTC program, and to prepare junior-level cadeL~ for LDAC. Cadet performance at LDAC, combined 
with performance in campus training activities, provides the basis for active duty and occupational specialty 
selection upon commissioning. Cadets Niewold and Margaret M oseley finished the year as Distinguished Military 
Graduates, finishing in the top 20 percent of cadets nationally and ensuring active duty and first occupational 
specialty choice for both. 
Throughout the rear, cadets received in-classroom leadership training, augmented \vith outdoor practical exercises 
every Thursday afternoon dUiing Leadership Lab. This hands-on approach to trainjng not only engaged cadets 
in the practical skills necessary for success as future Army officers, but more important})~ put them in leadership 
positions. Some of the lab highlights included small unit tactics on campus; individual soldier skills, such as land 
navigation at Fox Ridge State Park; drill and ceremony; and water survival at a local community pool. The 
leadership skills honed in lab not only prepare cadets who complete the program to be effective Army officers, but 
also prepare all program participants to be effective contributing members of society and citizens ready to take on 
leadership roles in the civilian sector. 
The Panther Battalion participated in the 9th Brigade Ranger Challenge Competition held at Camp 
Anerbur;\ Ind., in October. Led by Battalion Commander 1\iewold, six cadets honed ranger skills ,yjth weekly 
training acti,~ties in preparation for LDAC and future Ranger Challenge events, including a JOK road march, 
truck pull, land navigation, one-rope bridge crossing and the Army physical fitness test. 
For this school year, the Pershing Rifles performed all Color Guards, presenting our· nation's colors at sporting 
events, parades and ceremonies on campus. The organization was very active in promoting Army values on 
campus, as well as in the community. For the second year, the unit supported the university-sponsored Veterans 
Day Recognition ceremony. The Panther Rifle Team was active in the spring semester, participating in weekly 
practices in preparation for fall competitions. 
The Leadership Excellence Club is a service organi7.ation in which all cadets are invited to participate. A 
busy schedule of activities included welcoming students to campus at their dorms and pro,~ding security at 
football tailgating events. The main events of the Leadership Excellence Club are the annual Family Weekend 
Pancake Breakfast an evem in which cadets plan and prepare breakfast at the local VFW for visiting parents 
and community members and the annual American Red Cross Blood Drive, lor which <'adets provide help •vith 
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advertising and assistance during the execution phase of the event. Club members earned a trip this year to the 
Pritzker Military Library in Chicago to gain a better understanding of the heritage of military service. 
The Brigade conducted a Brigade Level Spring FTX in April at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. This exercise mirrored 
the tnining and experiences cadets will face at LDAC, and provided an opportunity for cadets from 22 schools 
in Missouri, IUinois, Arkansas and Oklahoma to train together. Opportunity to simulate the LDAC experience 
and eventS ro execute helped ensure there would be no surprises at Fort Lewis. This weekend of hard training 
and evaluation showed that the skills developed by the cadets over the past year in the classroom and during the 
laboratory experience were taking hold. 
The Battalion conducted its ovm Spring FTX at Fox Ridge State Park after the school year was over and before 
sunm1er session started, in order to augment the training and strengthen skills identified as weaknesses at the 
Brigade FTX. Training focused on tactical maneuvers and land navigation on an existing Land Navigation Course 
designed by the Department of Military Science that remains resident on-site at Fox Ridge. This training was 
paramount as the last attempt to reinforce skills necessary to successfully complete LDAC at Fon Lewis in the 
summer. Ten cadets attended Swnmer 2008 LDAC in preparation for the final phase of the program before 
commissioning. 
Along with u·aining, community service endeavors support the core values of the Department of Military Science 
to become a more active member of the community. Cadets participated in multiple team-building exercises 
for local schools, challenging students to think through a hands-on problem as a Learn, and design and execute 
a solution. The department was represented at local high school and community college fairs and financial aid 
programs. EIU Homecoming was supported by an alcohol-free carnival-type event in the tailgating area, along 
with assistance from the National Guard and Reserve with games and static displays to entertain visitors. 
In late April, the Panther Battalion executed rwo capstone events - the annual awards ceremony and the 
annual military ball. The awards ceremony recognizes excellence in academics and training; worthy cadets 
are presented with awards from the Department of Military Science, as well as civic, cornmunity and military 
organizations. The military ball, planned and organized by the senior class, was held at Richard's Farm in Casey, 
ill. The program emphasized the individual accomplishments of senior cadets, providing all who attended 
a glimpse into the future of these Army officers. The evening was highlighted by good food, dancing and an 
inspiring message by the guest speaker, Major (Retired) Timothy Knigge, a veteran of Somalia who emphasized 
the importance of o·aining, charactet; values and leadership in order to survive the toughest of times. 
During the 2007-2008 school year, the Panther Battalion commissioned I 0 cadets as second lieutenants into the U.S. 
Army Reserves, National Guard and Active Duty forces: Timothy Andries, Nhilven deChavez, Christopher 
Gensler, John Kennedy, Lloyd Lozada, Margaret Moseley, Jeremy Nichols, Jacob Niewold, Scott 
Smith and Shane Westen. 
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I 
I 
. MSG John M. Boxrucker 
Senior Military Instructor, A.G.S., 
1996, Fayetteville State University 
Army Instructor Trainer Course; 
Commanders Safety Course; Anti-
Terrorism Course; Pre- command 
Course: Distance Learning, School of 
Cadet Command 
Bronze Star 
~lcritorious Service Medal 
Army Commendation Medal 
Army Achjevemem Medal 
CPT Christopher W. Burkhart 
Executive Officer, Assistant 
Professor, M.S., 2005, University of 
Missouri 
Bronze tar -- Operation Iraqi Freedom 
Airborne, Air Assault, Sapper qualified 
Complrted Cadet Command raculty 
Development Course and Terrorism 
Awareness Course 
Combat Life Saver Qualified, Rappel 
Trainer Certified 
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LTC Larry G. Coblentz Jr. 
Chair and Professor, M.A., 2001 , 
Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale 
Signal Officer Basic and Advanced 
Course, Fort Gordon, Ga. 
Combined Arms Service and 
Support School, Command and 
General Staff CoUege, NBC Region 
Professor of Military Science 
Conference, Reno, ~·v. 
Meritorious Service Medal 
Army Commendarion Medal 
Army Achievement Medal 
SFC Angie lson 
Instructor, B.A., 1994, CUNY, Queens 
College 
Distance Learning Course, School of 
Cadet Command Course 
Master Fitness Trainer 
Accident Avoidance Safety Course, Army 
Combat Life Saver Course, Composite 
llisk Management Course 
Army Commendation Medal 
Army Achievement Medal 
SFC Bret M. Rogowitz . 
Instructor, B.S., 2006, Franklin 
University 
SmaU Group Instructor, Total Army 
lnstructor Training 
Commanders Safety Course, Additional 
Duty Officer Safety Course, Terrorism 
Awareness Course, H azmat 
Distance Learning Course, School of 
C<tdet Command 
Army Combat Life Saver Course, Lean 
Six Sigma Overview C lass, Unit 
Movement Officer, Field Sanitation, 
fEMA Program Manager and 
Preparedness 
Rctircd,Junc 2008 
School of Business Central Ulinocs 0\apter of the Jim and June Goffin Scholarship Master of Business Administration 
American Marl<etlrlg Association Heather Koertge Program Outstanding Scholar 
Accountancy Excellence Award OUtstanding Student Award Award Off-campus 
Emily Smith Jennifer Leav John & Kathame England Cooy Laura Ware 
Scholarship 
Accc:lultlrlg Advlsay Board Charles Gifford Manion Memorial M eredith Mammarella Master of Business Administration 
Scholarshtp Scholarship Program Outstancfll'lg Scholar 
Bright Asante-Applah Aaron Hubbart John M. Luther ScholarshiP Award On-.Campus 
Brian Bartels Amanda Scott Martin Adams 
Brent Esker Clay/Richland Scholarship 
Keshia Fry Whlt.ney McDaniel John P. Coffey U.S. Veterans Mr. and Mrs. William Cralg Simmons 
Adam Moecker Scholarship Memorial Award 
Megan Titus Cooley Family Scholarships Eric Hinrichsen Jennifer Scott 
Alexander Gee 
Alexander Briggs Memorial Award Christopher Saribekian John Thompson Moore Scholarship National Beta Gamma Sigma 
Emily Smith Emily Sibley Jessie Shuemaker Scholarship 
Ashley Wiberg Anthony Zipparro 
American Marl<eting Association Judge & Usha Oberol Scholarship 
Achievement Award Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key Nathan Atkinson Outstanding Finance Junior Award 
Jacob Buzzard Jeff Ruch Anthony Zipparro 
Keller Family ScholarShip 
American Mari<ellng Association 
' 
Don & Mary (Hartke) Gher Teal Copes Outstanding Finance Senior Award 
World Color Press Award Scholarship Heather Brighton 
Brittany Mroz Lindsey Benham Kew1 & Pam Savoree ScholarshiP 
AmieFumlsh Roberson Business Scholarshtp 
Association for Information Donald & Clara Alice Seaman Meredith Mammarella 
Technology Professooats Most Shawver Scholarstip Kns Beedy Kamer Scholarship 
Yaluable Member Award Steven Meeks Meghan Ryon Ronald and Myra Jeffns Scholarship 
Jeff Ruch Kristi ne Murphy Katelyn Wabol 
MacGilvray Family Scholarship 
Association for InformatiOn Earl S. Dickerson Award Meredith Mammarella Rudolph G. and Kathryn E. Hlavek 
Technology Prof8SSIOI'lals Heather Koertge Scholarship 
Outstandng Graduatang Senior Management Award -Human Andrew Brachear 
Award a-Group Outstandang Member Resource Concentratcon 
James Holpuch Award Charity Oye St LOUIS Chapter of the Ameocan 
Anson Nichols Melissa Mitchell Marketing Association Outstanding 
Lindsay Sholders Management Excellence Award Student Award 
Association for Information Brittany Mroz Laura Brager 
Technology Professionals Flnance Excellence Award Jim Thompson 
Outstanding Returning Member Steven Meeks Student Accounting Society 
Award Management Faculty Excellence Outstanding Junior Award 
Trevor Bartlett Finance Faculty Award Award Anne Marie Hopkins 
Samantha Manto Caitlin Kocher 
Bert and Janet Holley Scholarship Student Accounting Society 
Cory Kauffman Foster C. Rinefort Scholarship Management Information Systems Outstanding Senior Award 
Ivana Mllosevlc Excellence Award Keshla Fry 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Travis Gray 
Award George Preisser Memorlal Student Investment Society 
Stacey Matjaslch Scholarship Managementlnformataon Systems Outstanding Member 
Miranda Zerbst Tabitha Brown Outstanding Student Award Jenny Kleinschmidt 
Nathan Atkinson Ivana Milosevic 
Beta Alpha Psi OUtstandong Senior Grace T Balr 8uslness Scholarshlp Curtis Whitney 
Award Michael Lewis Management Ment JUfll()( Award 
Adam Moecker Eric Arseneau The Dean Giffi'l Award 
Derek Righter J w and Marilyn Oglesby Paul Wiberg Steven Meeks 
Scholarstllp 
s.l SpaniOl Memonal Scholarship Meghan Ryon Management Ment Senior Award The Hampton/IBM 8uslness 
Travis Gray Mandy Buell ProgrammiOQ Award 
Jack K & Marge Hatfield Evan Markewycz 
BKD. UP Award ScholarshiP Marl<et•ng Excellence Award Jennifer Scott 
Matthew Price William Stone Bradley Jaeger 
Thomas L Bfaott Scholarship 
Brankey Scholarship Jerome Rooke Accountancy Market1ng Faculty Excellence Award Abdoulaye Traore 
Blake Pierce Scholarship Katherine Peake 
Rodney Dawson Timothy Gover/Ciifford Fagan 
C. Roger Sorensen Scholarship Master of Business Administration Scholarship 
Trevor Bartlett Jim and Bess Townsend Hanks Program Outstanding Scholar Kettle Helpingstine 
Scholarship Award International Student 
Steven Meeks Ivana Mllosevlc United Graphics Scholarship 
Amanda Scott 
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School of Family and Paul Lucas 
Consumer Sciences Dr. James D. Price Delta Chi Association of the United States Professor of Military Science Award 
Business Education Scholarship Arrrry Award - HlstOIY (Commander's Involvement Award) 
Carolyn Kluesner Modglin Michael Woods Nhllven DeCahvez Timothy Andries 
Scholarship Kathryn Bosch 
Tiffany Cavoretto Grote Stahl Scholarship Association of the Un1ted States Jonathon Gosa 
Cheryl Rozela Molly Frank Arrrry Award - Spirit John Maguire 
Margaret Moseley Cyrus Tribby 
Donna Lynn Connelly Memorial Harold D. Fildes Scholarship 
Scholarship Todd Mette Gadet Honors Award Professor of Military Science Award 
Mollie Kelley Jeremiah Nichols (Commander's Athletic Award) 
Keyna Nelson Kenneth & Keith Kohanzo Industrial Brian Andries 
Technology Scholarship Cadet Scholar Award Daniel Daugherty 
Eileen F. Hubbard Scholarship Uros Marjanovic Timothy Andries Ashley Jenkins 
Sarah Maurer Jacob Niewold 
Ullian R. Greathouse Scholarship Daughters of the American 
Elderhostel Scholarship Tori Rehahn Revolution Award Professor of Military Science Award 
Crystal Deisher Margaret Moseley (Battalion Commander's Impact 
Lois E. Bliott Industrial Technology Achievement Medal) 
Elsie and Erson Giffin Scholarship Scholarship Daughters of the Founders and John Maguire 
Ashley Brewer Roger Kuhl Patriots of America Award 
Michelle Evankoe Mark Logunutz Reserve Officers Association Award 
Jessica Lange Lucille M. Klehm Technology John Magurie 
Laura Llenhop Education Award Department of the Almy Physical Margaret Moseley 
Trina Rothrock Dustin Witty Fitness Badge Amber Nyara 
Brain Andries 
Graduate Scholarship Messer Family Scholarship In Daniel Daugherty ROTC Academic Achievement 
Cora Polarek Technology Kevin Llscovltz Award 
Lucas Martina John Maguire Mark Logunutz 
Joyce S. Crouse FCS Scholarship Margaret Moseley John Maguire 
Nicole Charleton Robert N. & Barbara V. Sullivan Jacob Niewold Margaret Moseley 
Scholarship Karen TUrner 
McNabb·Dow Graduate Scholarship Brlanne Hayes General Society of the War of 1812 
Annallsa Berardi Karen TUrner Sergeant York Award 
Dawn Wilcox Roy E. Ehrsam Scholarship Jamie Alexander 
James Stratton George C. Marshall Award Brain Andries 
Omar Karl Schmeusser Memonal Jared Bundy Margaret Moseley Kathryn Bosch 
Scholarship Efren Catalla 
Lauren Beecher Walter A Klehm Industrial Johnny Londoff Chevrolet Inc. Ashley Jenkins 
Technology Award Award John Maguire 
Ozier Child and Family Award Alyssa McKeefery Christopher McLennand Christopher McLennand 
Sherrie Crabb Sohrob Nimrouzi Lauren Schuman 
Lumpkin College of Business and Lance Spear 
Ruth Gaertner Scholarship William Craig Simmons Memorial Applied Sciences Dean's Award Cryus Tribby 
Sarah Allen Scholarship John Maguire 
Andrew Reinert Sons of the American Revolution 
Ruth Miller Esbeck Scholarship Michael D. Nettleton Award Award 
Barbara Cooper Timothy Lindeman Efren Catalla 
Sherrie Crabb Lauren Schuman 
Jenna Kuhns Department of Military Superior Cadet Award 
Mekenzie Lewis Science/ROTC Military Officers Association of Kevin Liscovitz 
Beth Schmidt America Military Excellence Award John Maguire 
Kimberly Schumacher American Legion Auxiliary Roy Peregrine Jacob Niewold 
Department of Illinois Award Karen Turner 
Swope Fund for Excellence Kevin Llscovitz Military Order of the Purple Heart 
Outstanding Senior Awards Award Tawani Foundation Award 
Sarah Allen, Dietetics American Legion Post 88 • Military Tiffany Kennedy Kathryn Bosch 
Kimberly Drendel, Teacher Excellence Award Alanna Casey 
Certification Efren Catalla (Silver) Military Order of the World Wars Daniel Daugherty 
Sarah Maurer, Famly Services Jeremiah Nichols (Gold) Award Kevin Lisc.ovltz 
Susan Napolitan, Hospitality Kevin Llscovltz (Bronze) John Maguire 
Keyna Nelson, Merchandising American Legion Post 88 • Lance Spear (Silvel) Amber Nyara 
Scholastic Excellence Award Brian Andries (Gold) Roy Peregrine 
Roy Peregrine (Silver) Lance Spear 
Brian Andries (Gold) Most Improved Award Cryus Tribby 
School of Technology Jamie Alexander 
AMVETS Department of Illinois Steven Fuller Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 1592 
Caroline A. Forbes Centennial Award Christopher McLennand Award 
Scholarship Daniel Daugherty Timothy Andries 
Nicholas Bomkamp 
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite National Defense Industrial 
Charles A. B liott Technology of Freemasonry Award Association Award 
Education Award Brian Andries Margaret Moseley 
Ryan Woodham 
Association of the United States National Sojourners Award 
David L & Audrey Jorns Business AlmyAward Alanna Casey 
Education Scholarship Brian Andries 
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American Marketing Association 
Dr. Thomas Costello, Adviser 
Bnttany Mroz, President 
Association of Information Technology Professionals 
Dr Abdou IIlia (FaiQ, VICki Hampton (Spring) and Or. John Willems, 
Advisers 
Jeff Auch. President 
Beta Alpha Psi 
Dr. Tim Mills and Dr. Bill Wootton. Advtsers 
Em1ly Smith, President 
Beta Gamma Sigma 
Mr. Michael Wilson, Adviser 
Dr. Mike Boorom, President 
Construction Club 
Dr. Wafeek Wahtyy, Adviser 
Tm Schuld. President 
Delta Sigma PI 
Ms. Oar1ene Riedemann, Adviser 
Altdrf1W Will, President 
EIU Business and Professional Samothrace Club 
Ms. Jill Bowers and Dr. Mikki Meadows. Advtsers 
Mollie Kefley, President 
EIU Club Managers Association of America 
Or. Usa Brooks, Adviser 
Enn Kearfott, President 
Financial Management Association 
Mr. DaVId McGrady. AdviSer 
Stephen Weidman. President 
International Business Club 
Dr. David Boggs and Dr. Ayse Costello, Advisers 
Jennifer Leav, Ivana Milosevlc and 'TYler Wilken, Executive Officers 
International Textile and Apparel Association 
Ms. Jean Dilworth. Adviser 
Jo&t Reyes, President 
Kappa Omicron Nu 
Or. Kathleen O'Aour1<e and Dr. James Slavik. Advisers 
Sarah Maurer, President 
Leadership Excellence 
SFC Brat Aogowitz, Advtser 
Margaret Moseley. President 
MBA Association 
Dr. Chefyl Noll. Adviser 
Thomas Stevens and Jessica Surma. Stuc:Jent CoorcflfJ8tOfS 
National Association of Industrial Technology 
Dr. Tom McDonald, Adviser 
STLJ Dl N T l )RGAN I ZAT il )NS 
Organization for Peer Education on Nutrition 
Dr. Karta Kennedy-Hagan, Adviser 
Dawn Wilcox, Gl8duate Student Adviser 
Chetyl Rozela. President 
Phi Beta lambda 
Or. Karen Drage, Adviser 
Nona Blades, Juhe Culbertson. Co-Presidents 
Pi Omega Pi 
Dr. Julie Chadd, Adviser 
Matt Byrnes. President 
Professional Convention Management Association 
Ms. Kathy Rhodes, Adviser 
Janna Blandi. President 
Ranger Challenge 
Lt. Col. Larry Coblentz, Adviser 
Jacob NI6WOid. Commander 
Rifle Team 
Master Sgt. John Boxrucker, Adviser 
Chris Mclennand, CaptaJn 
Scabbard and Blade 
Sgt. 1st Class Brei Rogowitz, Adviser 
Jacob NleWOid. President 
Society for Human Resource Management 
Dr Denise Smrth and Dr Melody Wollan. Advisers 
Jenrllfer Whalen (Fall) and Aahul Wahl (Spring ), Presidents 
Society for Manufacturing Engineers 
Dr. DaVId Melton. Adviser 
Student Accounting Society 
Dr. Tim Mills, Dr. Tom Moncada and Dr. Bill Wootton, Advisers 
Heather Koertge, President 
Student Association of Family and Consumer Sciences 
Ms. Jill Bowers and Dr. Unda Simpson, Advisers 
Ciarra Kent, President 
Student Investment Society 
Dr lngyu Chiou, Adviser 
CurtiS Whitney. President 
Technical Association of the Graphic Arts 
Ms. Jean Dilworth, Adviser 
Gabe Grant, President 
Thee-Group 
Or. William MinniS. Adviser 
WIM 
Dr. Patricia McCalliSter, Adviser 
KatiE! Muntzenberger, Delegate-at-Large, Regional 1.-VTM Board 
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ADVISC)RY HC1ARDS 
Accountancy Advisory Board Cindy Oakley Craig Coil Matthew White 
(School of Business) DMsion Controller, Refined/Specialty President Manager of Healthier Communities 
Oils EconomiC Development Corp. of Sarah Bush Lincoln Heanh System 
Greg Bonnell Archer Daniels Midland Decatur and Macon County Mattoon, Ill. 
President Decatur, Ill. Decatur, Ill. 
Motor Transport UndeiWriters Dean's Student Adviso ry Board 
Indianapolis, Ind. Kent Reeves Dick Dodson (lumpkin College of Business and 
CPA President Applied Sciences) 
Eric Bradham Fairf!Elld, Ill. ADM Investors Services Inc. 
Partner ChiCago, Ill. Jarryd Stalling 
Larsson, Woodyard & Henson, LLP Kraig Ritter AmeriCan Marketing Association 
Paris, 111. Partner Christopher Dyrhaug 
BKDLLP Director of Branch Administration Michael Warden-Michl 
Patrick Brooks Decatur, Ill. Smith Barney Association of Information Technology 
Senior Manager New York, NY Professionals 
KPMGLLP Catherine Rogers 
Chicago, Ill. Finance Manager H. Michael Finkle Derek Righter 
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co. Senior Vice President, Investments Beta Alpha Psi 
Brian Brown Mattoon, Ill. Raymond James and Associates Inc. 
General Manager Danville, Ill. Erin Kearfott 
Illinois Agriculture Auditing Association Dean Scaros Club Manager's Association of America 
NonnaJ,III. CEO Jacob Gress 
Pay-Ease, LLC Director, Project Management Jared Bundy 
Bob Buechner Chicago, Ill. USG Corporation Construction Club 
Deputy Finance Director Chicago, Ill. 
Village of Arlington Heights David Senteney Andrew Witt 
Arlington Heights, Ill. Associate Professor, School of David Kenney Dena Sigma Pi 
Accountancy Director, Agency Distribution 
Timothy Burke Ohio University Allstate Insurance Company Melissa Mitchell 
Principal Athens, Ohio Northbrook. Ill. Thee-Group 
William Blair & Company, LLC 
Chicago, Ill. Jamie Smitley Richard Lumpkin Heather Brighton and Shannon 
Senior Accountant, General Accounting Chairman Phillips 
Jeff Coughlin Bunn-O·Matie Corporation Consolidated Communications EIU BuSiness and ProfesSional 
Business Analyst Springfield, Ill. Mattoon. Ill. Samothrace Club 
State Farm Insurance 
Bloomington, Ill. Brett Swallow Joyce Madigan Stephen Weidman 
Senior Vtce President CPA, Partner Financial Management Association 
Mike Cunningham Hickory Point Bank & Trust Gilbert, Metzger & Madigan. LLP 
Retired Decatur, Ill. Charleston, Ill. Jenny Kleinschmidt 
lNG Financial Planning Student Association 
Marietta, Ga. Kelsey Swing Thomas Maskey Jr. 
CPA. Accountant Senior Vice President Retail Tyler Wilken 
Joe Daughhetee Gilbert, Metzger & Madigan LLP The Peterson Companies International Business Club 
President Charleston, Ill. Fairfax, va. 
Daughhetee & Parks, PC Cora Polarek 
Danville, Ill. Business Advisory Board Thomas McDaniel International Textile and Apparel 
(School of Business) Retired Association 
Tim Davis Caterpillar Inc. 
Business Support Manager, Barbara Saurer Fishers, Ind. Trina Rothrock 
Reciprocating Engines Chief Operating Officer Kappa Omicron Nu 
Caterpillar Country Insurance & Financial Services Carl Mito 
Morton. Ill. Bloomington, Ill. Managing Director Margaret Moseley 
Oppenheimer & Company Leadership Excellence Club 
Jay Delatte Paul Blair Chicago, Ill. 
Director of Finance Vice President Strategic Planning and Crystal Deisher and Rachel Kehr 
Andrew Corporation Development Ted Motsinger M.A. in Gerontology Program 
Mokena, Ill. Owens & Minor Senior Principal Consonant 
Glen Allen, Va. Keane Barbara Cooper 
Sarah Gracey Normal, Ill. M.S. in Family and Consumer Sciences 
CFO Don Boerema 
Ufellnks Inc. Chief Marketing Offtcer William Rowland Cheryl Rozela 
Mattoon, Ill. ADT Services, North America Chairman and CEO OPEN (Organization for Peer Education 
Longwood, Fla. Rrst Mid-Illinois Bancshares Inc. on Nutrition) 
Steve Grissom Mattoon, 111. 
Administrative OffiCer Shari Buckellew Mike Woods 
SKL Investment Group, LLC Museum Manager Thomas Seng Phi Beta Lambda 
Mattoon, Ill. Town of Normal Children's Discovery President and CEO 
Museum Central Indiana Power Brad Gill and Paul Lucas 
Kaleb Lilly Normal.lll. Greenfield, Ind. Pi Omega Pi 
Manager 
RubinBrown, LLP Brad Burgett David Wasser Megan Gausepohl 
Clayton, Mo. Product Manager Manager, Systems Department Professional Convention Management 
Caterpillar Inc. State Farm Insurance Companies Association 
Joel Neikirk Peoria, Ill. Bloomington. Ill. 
VP of Operations Rahul Wahl 
Mid America Hotel Corporation John Coffey James Watkins Society for Human Resource 
Cape Girardeau, Mo. Retired Vtce President FIElld Operations Management 
State Farm Insurance Inc. Consolidated CommuniCations 
Mary Ellen Meador Jupiter, Aa. Mattoon, Ill. Derek Righter 
Partner and Director of Administration Student Accounting Society 
Kemper CPA Group, LLP 
Robinson. Ill. 
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Student Association of Family and Health Educator (School of Family and Consumer Retiree 
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Charleston. II. Charleston, Ill. 
Melissa Maulding Karen Petersen 
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(School of Family and Consumor General Manager Sciences) Mattoon. Ill. 
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Registered DlelitJan Johanna Randall Eastern Illinois University HNAutornotive Inc. 
Ingalls Family care Center Assistant Manager Chal1eston. 111. Effingham, Ill. Coach Tinley Park.. Ill. Chnsman.lll. Marsha Blair Jonathan F. Gosse 
David Baker Retiree Editor-in-CI"Mef 
Assistant Professor Ruth Ann Robinson Aslvnore, IU. American Technical Publisher Inc. 
Central MISSCUi State University Office Administrator Homewood, ID. 
Wanensburg, Mo L.owis and Geflen Dee Braden Chicago, IR, Executive Dtecl()( leon M. Hinton 
Keith Bliss Coles County Council on ~ tnc. Senior Vice President 
Owner Sandra K. Rupert-long Mattoon. lit Maln Street Bank & Trust 
Jrtters and Bliss Real Estate Representative ~.II. 
Charleston, It Ameren Cooperation Beulah Bridges St. Lolis, Mo. Assistant Oiractor or Nursing Robert Hubbard 
Crystal Deisher Tona Smith 
tftiOOiS Masonic Home Vice President 
Graduate Student Representative Sullrvan. m. Atnus Bioscience, u..c 
Eastern ll1inois lJniwrslly Director of Residential Services Boulder. Colo. 
Gnat1eston. IU. CCAR Industries Chris Couglll Charleston, IN. Ubrary Specialist Ross McCullough 
Richard Fanelli Jackie Swango 
Eastern llltnois University Vice President Marketing 
General Manager Charleston, 111. UPS 
Comfort Sultes Assistant Director Alpharetta, Ga. 
Mattoon. Ill. Child Care Resource and Referral Jessica Dunning Charleston. IU. Probation Off10er 
Jennifer Faro Carrie Titus 
Coles/Cumberland Court Services 
Child Development Ctr. Program Unit Educator 
Charleston. Ill. 
COordinator University of Illinois Extension South Suburban College 
Horner Glen, Ill. Galva, Ill. 
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\\care pleased to list the corporations, foundations, facul ty, staff, annuitantS, friends and alumni who have given generously to support 
our programs through fiscal year 2008 Guly I. 2007, lhroughjune 30, 2008). The participation and leadership sh 0 \\11 is essential to lhe 
future of Lht Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences and iiS tradition of academic excellence. Only actual dollars received 
during fiscal yt'ar 2008 on pledges arc listed; giftS given anonymously arc appreciated and are not designated in lhis listing. Because 
we appreciate your gills and want to thank you, we are very careful to record each gift. But mistakes can happen. If your name is not 
listed propedy or if you would like information on giving lo the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences, please contact 
J acqueline S. J oines, C FRE, director of philanthropy, at 2 17-581-7969 or by e-mail a t j sjoines@ciu.edu. 
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Foondaoon We/Ieee w Beeler Jeffrey G Boshart ~WBu11et BlenK Cody JamesPDady Rota M Ouckwonll 
Jrn M Ar4etner JoME Boer Karan L Boshart Therese M Butler· Charles A CoffiJV GrlsA~ Robert E 0\.rYI 
Friend Anonymous Amette M BeAn OamMBowers Bodee Jeffrey M Colbert Craig A D3oly AmtCDlnlin 
Jason A Anselmortt Sh!ile R Benham Byron L Boyer PemyOButts ColconCorp Harty G Oandeles Robert Clurbn 
Katoe M Anseimenl Kslhleen A Bametl David L Boyer Paul A Cady James A Coleman Willam J Dariell 0are R C>,<e 
Apacheta Corporatiofl ~A Bonnett JohnG Boye< C:orTmn M Caldlorato Undo M Colomon Randall p Oarlak JerryN Dye 
Josel)ll H Apk8 Gaol S Benson Usa $Boyer Kay A Calksoro Marlin J Colomon Step/1en B Damel David Dzumy 
ArCher Daniels Midland Angela M Benton Nancy E Boyer John A Callozzo Mary K Coleman Josel)ll 0 Daugherty Sandra K Dzumy 
Corp KallB M Berry Sandra s Boyer Theresa M Caltozzo Stephanie P Colgan Josel)ll K Daughhetee Howard Eads 
ArCher ~9 Mldtan<1 Loren M Besancon BP Foundation Inc Janice G Caiola John A Colle Thomas 0 Davenport Oris DEaly 
Foundatoon Bata Gamma Slgma Eric v Bradham Donald L CoMn AMOO l Collie Joanie E David Kevin P Eatty 
Harold B Armstrong Bathe! United Church Maria C Braham Judson J cameron Kethy L Collins Patrlck T David Lori A Early 
James E Aml1olt of Christ Steven C BranCh Sandra L cameron Mark E Collom Ketley A Oavlclsoo Joshua J Ebbert 
Maty K Arnold Sharon M Beukema Car1 E Brauer DebSCemren Je..1nloo L Colwell Angela N DlMs Annabelle L Edwards 
Paul T Arnold Soon Beyer Donald A Brauer Anderson Community Chest of Hank D;Ms Rick A Edwards 
Sandra L Ml<1Son Aober1 D Blelenbetg Maty v Brauer Mariette G Ctwteton Dwight JonEOavis Susie M Edwards 
AT erod T FOU<ldatlon Jelfrlly W Biemvln Debbie A Bredeweg Craig w Cll<tson Oevtd Compton Jutoe J 0avts JoMFEgen 
Lance CAton Tracey E. Blennan Oems p Brower Paul E Comes Lori Connely Keith M DIMs Josel)ll F Ellerman 
Elsao J Augustine Bog Tree Enterprises Eileen Brower Barbqr&LCM Mildred E. Connely KirbyOO!Ms Christy B Elder 
Chris J Aydt DewnMBiggs Katheryn E Brower OougtosLCM w•ooam F Connely UndaOOaiiiS JAEider 
KantEBabbs Jimmy c Boggs Jeanette E Brickman Jane A Qarrington Consolidated OonADawms a Llly eroc1 Comp¥oy 
Tam!J Babbs Oovtdl~ Diana s Briscoe KelyAcand Cotnmtnce.toons Inc Dayton FOUlda!Jon FOUldabOn Inc 
Gary L Bactmao Oenisel~ Mlehael T Broderick Patrick J Carroll MIChael p ConsortJ Oepootory Inc Charles M Eloo« 
Oemn A Baccln OaneneK~ Arlta J Broeren Keodra A Cerson Conetelal1011 Energy GaryMDean DewnTEis 
Dense M Baccln Regon8 A 8orch James u Bronson Lee A Carson Gt~ Fau1daoon Susan L OeCatto DeanSEtnuiJ 
Clv1slophor J Baddofey W#IOJIYI R Boshop ~Brool<e Scott 0 Carson JerryLCook Peggy J Decl<er NodaSEh"W 
1hecdora J Boer Saoc*a M 8Ner Daniel T 8rosseaJ Oer1Lcatlw BeenCoonoy Robert M Decl<er Erntum.s Vbley Abele 
Doma J 8aggel1y BJK ContniCtwlg LLC Barbara E Brown Fraooes A Certer /lmLCooper KaneE0ec51 Wloam J EnYidl 
Gtegory J 8aggel1y BI<DLLP Brian s Brown MIChael L Caner Anne G Cooper l.roda L Dank Susan M Epley 
Barbara A Baggel1 Eloiso B Bracl< l:lotVas D Brown Patnc:lc J Caner Brian K Cooper Ollford L Oems Eric's Aoco<rolrog 
Norman L Baggett Lomn J Blac:ldl*1er Gordon E Brown Susan L Catlet George K Cooper 01nstine E Derrickson Serlllce 
Rabon G BagNell Troy D Blackwal ~ME!rown Gordon F Case Jlnl c Cooper Thomas M Detsch laura A Elcha9on 
~ABaiY Luanne c Blade laura J Brown Arwbw J Caselli Con s Copeland Robert w OetrlCh JudyAElhel 
Ar1lu R Baker Pau!G Blair LJsaEE!rown Oorolhy M C3ssels MIChael R Copeland Aoct8d L Del/ore Oleryll Eu$118 
Moldred J Baker C3ley L Blando Martha s Brown catetpilar FOUldatlon Gl.ldys 1 Cortlly 1:JotVas 0 Dexter Deborah F Evans 
JoABaldwin Ruthann M Bloom RonLBrown Catetpilarlnc - Peons Ami K Con1gan Mic:he1le A Dexter Mosto H Evans 
ManE Bakl9 Wlliam S Bloom Susan M Brown Gregg M cavonaugh SteveECouat DiCk Buller Aoofi1g Inc Thomas A Evens 
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